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PREFACE

The following notes are an attempt to cover a substantial and very

rapidly growing field of knowledge in a rather limited space. Therefore, the

required reductions in the amount of material to be presented have been made.

The presentation is aimed primarily at a physical view of thrust augmentors

and the included analyses are designed to strengthen that view a-d provide

basic design insights. For more analytical material, the reader is referred

to the notes of two previous lecture series on ejectors held at the von Kannan

Institute in 1968-69 as well as the other references noted.

The material presented here relies heavily on the experience of those.

individuals directly involved in the thrust augmentation program at the

Aerospace Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Many of the basic concepts involved in augmentors as described here are due

to Dr. Hans J. P. von Ohain, Chief Scientist of ARL. The major successes of

the program were attained while Dr. Brian Quinn was in the position of

Group Leader of this effort. Captain Paul Bevilaqua, Lt Thomas Rosfjord and

Mr. Howard Toms are present mewhers of the research group and hive made

important cortributions to these notes. Other significant accomplishmentq.

were due to the former Group Leader, Captain W . 7-nb'l. atud former

members C ptain RHhard Fancher, Mr. Charles Eastlake II, and Captains

tDavid Campbell, Gary Johnson and koy Stern.
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I Ejectors as Thrust Augmentors
1 6

A. Operation of a Thrust Augmenting Ejector

The basic purpose of a thrust augmenting ejector is the transfer of

energy from a high velocity, low mass flow stream to a lower velocity,

high mass flow exhaust. As a consequence of this process the momentum

flux exiting the ejector is greater than that produced by the primary

nozzle and therefore the thrust of the primary nozzle system is increased

or augmented.

The basic operation of an ejector as a thrust augmentor may be

described by reference to Figure 1. In general, the ejector consists of

a primary nozzle injection system which is mounted in the inlet region

of a shroud. The arrangement of the primary nozzles varies in particular

designs and may resemble the centerbody injector shown in the schematic,

a Coanda jet type of injection system on the walls of the inlet or various

combinations and permutations of the two.

In general, air from a high stagnation pressure source is expelled

from the primary nozzle system into the shroud. Due to viscous mixing

about the periphery of the jet, air is entrained into the jet from the

surrounding fluid. The entrained air is replaced by air from further upstream

in the inlet of the shroud and consequently a steady motion is set up tn

the secondary as indicated by V in the figure. This fluid enters through

the inlet of the shroud, mixes with the jet in the mixing region of length

L and the mixed flow may be diffused a6 indicated.m

Thp secondary air is entrained into the eejetor from the ambient

external condition and thus has a stagnation pressure equal to the amb1ent

pressure. Since the flow of the secondary air is isentropic until the

air Is actually entrained into the primary jet flow, the Bernoulli equation



appl~es and indicates that the static pressure at station I is reduced

below the ambient pressure by an amount equal to 1/2 P V 2

That the thrust produced by an ejector device is equal to the

efflux of momentum from it may be seen from the control surface illustration

in Figure 2. Sides 1, 2, and 3 of the control surface are allowed to recede

to an infinite distance froxv the ejector device while side 4 remains coin-

cident wfth the exit plane of the ejector. As the three sides move farther

away from the ejector, their length increases linearly with the distance

from the ejector h. When viewed from far away, the inflow into the inlet

of the ejector appears as a sink flow and the velocity distribution induced

1
by such a fl. decays with distance from the inlet as h

h

Now the force on the control surface is equal to the net outflow of momentum

and so

- LW? ,'2L(I ,A. I)

~- O

S =(4) J(eh

L L

Therefore, th. entrained inlet flow need not be taken into acv.ount

in the determination of the thrust produced by an ejector.

Now in order to develop some insight into the important parametera

involve4 in the optimization of thrust augmenting ejectors, the foll.oving

2



simplified analysis is proposed. Consider the diffuserless ejector llMus-

trated In Figure 3. The velocity profile at position 1 at the primary

nozzle exit has been idealized as a tcp hat profile, the walls are assumed

inviscid; the flow at the ejector exit, position 2, is assumed to be fully

mixed; i.e., the velocity profile is flat and the primary nozzle is assumed

to have no losses.

Applying the '-onser,'atin cf mcmentam between positions I and 2:

(AO A,)+ 4 Aý Av= z+pcu ,Q.A

Evaluating the integrals and solving f.r the velocity integral at position 2

Vo 2.A +A X) V? 2 A,

The flow in the inlet is defined to be isentropic so tht: Bernoulli equation

holds

"The flt}w i the nozzle incurs losses due tn viscosity deflined bv -t tozl.

efficiency \ and

;T I ( ..A,

t hen
(I.A.61

3

"=P', , •.•- ,t . •,: , . . .. • . _ ' . • . .. .. . -N - , ., a



where p V A is the thrust produced by the ejector configuration while
2 2

0 r1 VN2 A is the thrust produced. by the primary nozzle alone, operating
N N o

in the reduced pressure environment within the ejector. The ratio of

these two forces is one possible definition of thrust augmentation.

Another definition of thrust augmentation is the ratio of the

thrust produced by the ejector device to the thrust developed by the

same primary nozzle system, without a shroud, exhausting to ambient

conditions. For the primary configuration nozzle alone, exiLausting to

ambient (with an effi iency rN)&TY

T (I.A.7)

while the same nozzle configuration operating within the ejector shroud

has heea defined by Eq. (I.A,5).

Subtracting (I.A.7) from (I.A.5) and combir.ng with (I.A.4),

i.,

• V -V, z (I .¢'-.8)

Then Eq. (0.A.6" may be rewritten

V A.-

or

7 AO
4

.....................,. .



p I I

where T is the augmentor thrust while TN is the thrust of the nozzle con-
AN

figurations without the shroud. Even from this simple analysis, several

trends are indicated. The inlet area ratio A /A should be maximized. This
1 0

is also true of the entrained velocity, which can be improved to a significant

degree by the use of a diffuser as indicated in Figure 1.

There is, however, a disturbing implication in Eq. (I.A.lO) and Lif't

is the indication that the thrust ratio is inversely proportional to the

primary nozzle efficiency. This is not very intuitively appealing and

points out one problem with this definition, the fact that the denominator

TN is also dependent upon the nozzle efficiency. Therefore, as nN decreases,

TN decreases and the thrust ratio by this definition increases although the

actual augmentor thrust output has decreased.

An additional problem with the thrust definition in Eq. (i.A.10)

is especially important in mass and energy limited systems such as aircraft.

if the stagnation pressure available to the primary nozzle system is held

constant and the comparison made between the thrust produced by the nozzle

system flo-ing into the ambient and the same nozzle mounted in an ejector,

the nozzles within the ejector shroud experience a lower static pressure

at their exit and hence pass mo'e mass flow (and energy) than the tozzles,

exhausting to ambient, for the subsonic nozzle flow considered here.

A definition which overcomes these objections and which will be used

exclusively in the remainder of these notes is

(D ,Thrust produced by ejector device
Calculated thrust due to an isentropic expansion of
the same mass flow rate to ambient conditions

•. (I.A. Ii)

"QaVN) W,

X. 1.



The definition compares the thrust obtained to the total thrust available

"from the same mass flow.

The following sections will discuss the reasons behind the pursuit

of ejector performance and the type of ejectors of interest and will in

turn be followed by a more detailed analysis of ejector flow fields.

B. An Ejector Analogy '

In order to clarify the basic operation of the thrust augmenting

ejector, consider the analogy of the inelastic collision of two railroad

cars shown in Figure 4. Two cars of mass M and M with velocities V
0 0 o

and V respectively, collide inelastically so that the result is a

combined mass of (M0 + M ) moving at a velocity V . The governing equations

are :

/Jo V, + M/, V, 1 Vt

where 4 is the amount of energy dissipated to heat during the inelastic

collision process. The dissipation H is required since the only way the

three equations can be simultaneously satisfied with H , 0 (i.e. no impact

loss) is in the trivial case V V = V . Therefore, even In cases
0 1 2

where there are no other losses, the impact loss is inescapable.

*Suggested by Ht.J.P. von Ohain



"Now consider the inelastic collision to take place after both cars

have been accelerated down an incline as illustrated in Figure 5. The impact

takes place at a lower elevation, with both cars at higher velocity, and the

two cars together are decelerated as they return to the same initial level.

Coming down the incline, assuming no resistance to the motion of the cars,

the total energy is conserved

2
0 0 (I.B.4)

=V0  VQ +-~

Conserving total energy (i.e. no resistance) coming back up the hMli.

vX,
-- I- (1.8.5)

Relating the energy after the collision to that prior to the collision, the

ratio is the efficiency of the energy transfer

: 0- en-• 'V'+ r- • ",-ff) (I ',•' +V )s

where V1 1.. (.~4 IB6

It tuay be seen from •.quation (I.,.6) that the efficiency is maximized at unitv

when the initial velocity ratio V is unity. This implies that for unequml

initial velocities, the transfer efficiency may be improved by loWering

7

, ..... . . . . ,
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the depressionh, as is verified by the computations in Figure 6, for

m .1 and various velocity ratios.

Now the ratio of the momentum at position 3 in Figure 5 to thaft

position 0 is

Q M3V3 - V3 ( 7

but V3  (I.i3.'•

so ( r-

Now for the simplest case of a moving body striking a stationary bodv

(V 0) on level ground (S 0 0), Equations (l.B.6) and (I.B.9) reduce t.

so the momentum is, of course, conserved. Hio•ever, if the same colli.i,t

occurs after the cars have been accelerated dou-a the incline S 1.

(one car starting from rest) then

n +(

S•= • : " • : . . . :• " • -: " • ' ' " • '. • - - •, . . . .. . . • : "



The resulting variation in • with the speed ratio S is shown in Figure 7.

Thus, it may be seen that the resultant momentum at position 3 is greater

than that at 1 and a thrust augmentation has been affected.

The analogy to thrust augmenting ejectors is this: The primary

mass flow M collides with the secondary mass flow Mi. The efficiency with
0

which this process can be undertaken can be improved if the flows are acceler-

ated so that the velocity difference between them at collision, is minimized.

This is precisely the role of the ejector shroud; to lower the static

pressure within the mixing region and thereby accelerate the ambient air into

the device. Thus the elevation is analogous to the pressure within the eJert-,.

the decrease occurring in the inlet and the increase in the diffuser.

Of course in the real case, there are losses due to friction both

for the case of the cars and the ejector. In the case of the colliding mas-t,.

the track friction and drag losses make it more difficult for the combined

cars, after the collision, to make it back up the hill. If the cars have

insufficient energy to reach the top of the diffuser incline, they fall back.

This is analogous to diffuser stall where the flow near the wall has Insufff''.,

energy to overcome the pressure gradient in the diffuser.

Since the momentum at position 3 is greater than that at 0 , ther.

must be a net force to the left on the earth supporting the track arcangilt-,

This is analogous to that force transmitted to the ejector shroud by the

pressu-e distribution which becomes the useable force on the aircraft.

The relative effect of inlet area ratio msy be seen in the Mas1 rati "

ii. A small B corresponds to a high inlet area ratio and leads, (in the ide.I.

no logg case) to improved performance. The analogy to the primary nozzle thruvt

officioncy is the ratio of the velocity of mass M4 at position 0 to it velst.
0at a posItion 0' further up che line vhere the motion originated. The 1os~e@

i 9



between these positions are analogous to the flow losses within the pri:.

nozzle system.

Thus, in this analogy, the basic mec,.,inism responsfieo for 11'rt,.::

augmentation may be identified. This is the itproved tra.nsfer effir'-,-1'

from the primary to the secondary through the jresence t the shro,,d whit'i

accelerates the secondary. However, the optimization of tli.s pro,:c.s., it th.

presence of various loss mechanisms is not straightforward due to the man',

parametric interactions involved.

C. Motivation for the Study of thrust Augmenting Ejectvrs

The potential application to V/STOL aircraft propulsion sv5;tvr.i-

the overriding motivation for the study of ejectors as thrust auR.ent,,r

The advantage of ejectors for such an application is that they offer ;i

mechanism to allow the useable thrust of the airctaft to be Incre.•th. di-

take-off and landing and hence allow the propulsion syster to be ,

cruise or combat conditions or other considerations

The basic concept for an ejector wing as applied to a vertical

take-off aircraft is shown in Figure 8. Three modes of operation a,',

illustrated; VTOL, transition and cruise. The circular duetrs Oih,,l if'

the figure serve a dual purpose. They act as the main 9sat ur;l ' -4'" 0--'

of the win' and also serve to bring the primary air from the tti-h..... -

out to the ejectors mounted in the vinsts. The primary 4ir Is 1c-id Wc ,

the ejector bays (tvo in this case) from the circular ducts throui .h .•t .r'

00ri-le 3vgt#=. in the VTOL case, the ejector efflux 1s dirto~tl titd

,tground and the inlet doors on top of the wing are coompletly- ot;en.

**k:o the aircraft has attained sufficient altitude, thi ýJe,'t-r

eitlux is directed rearward and the aircraft begins a trauz*ý i ,-'.

il ,n

S.. - • ' . . .. • •. ' • . . | .. . " ' " " • • •: '"• " " , • - " • •* • • ''• : .',," ,- •, : -, :. , - ." , ,I,



to foreward flight. The inlet doors are simultaneously inclined foreward

to offet a minimum of resistauce to the ambient air being entraineJý .'nto

tl,.e ejector bays. finally, in the cruise mode, the engine air is directed

out through a more conventional tailpipe and heejector wing is closed to

resemble a conventional wing cross section.

The conceptual application for ejectors to STOL aircraft is showti

in Figure 9. During take off and landing, the ejector flap unfolds near

the trailing edge of the wing. The operation of the ejector flap results

in high entrainment of air from above the wing. This, in turn, leads to

higher velo'-ities on the upper surface of the wing and hence increased lift

is generated as well as increased thrust.

For the ejector configurations described above, there are several

advantages in addition to the fact that they allow the sizing of the -ro-

pulsion system to other considerations besides take off and landing. flee

Lhese is that there are no moving parts in the ejector. There are, of voý-v

geo~netric changes which must be undertaken but these are no more irvn~vc-1 0in

the usual flap and slot motions on conventional. aircraft. In additi:-'n. tht-

ejectors could potentially be used in flight to achieve a superior jof light

naneuverin4 capability. The low dovnvash velocities produced by tht tjýtr

afflux are Also advantageous since Zhey reduce the problem of the reitlgegtictn

of expelled zases and hence debt:.s. This is also refltctod in lover tefpey-

Atures in the ejector efflux as compared to vectorcd thruot. for example.

The temperature footprint Is especially important for ship landings atid 4t04Ns

of conmbustiblt ground cover.

The ejector as applied to aircraft also offers a sv~oth triusitimn i'

betwden M~TL and cruise flightsilutte ia F~gur ~. ny VT.

(tan in ving, vectored thrust, helicopter) Vhich incline 0te thrust veto

to achieve forevard flight, experience a decrease In altitude durinR thi,



phase because the vertical component of the thrust (or lift ia this case)

has been decreased. However, since the ejector entrains air from abovv thi,

wing during this phase, a "supercirculation" results due to the increased

velocity on the upper surface and a lift is produced in rcess of the

expected component of the ejector thrust. This effect Lan be seen in the
7

experiments of Thornhill and has beQn disc-issed by Quinn

Ejector thrust augmentors also offer the potonrtal for reducing the

aircraft noise level by the use of acoustic liners on the internal surta•es

of the ejector. The reduction in noise level has been investigated by

O'Keefe and Kelly A suppression of radiated noise level was achieved by

applying an augmentor as opposed to a slot nozzle while further suppressi',,

w achieved by lining the augmentor with a sound absorbing material.

As -y..' e seen above, the ejector hab the potential for ,i~niti"::

advantages o--er -ome other V/STOL devices. However, t. achieve th••t

potential two important •,b. 4actives must be met, high performance and c'Pt,.

ness. The latter is especially imrortant for aircraft spplicatlon sin-'

the devices must fit into an aerodynamically smooth exterior. These two
objectivea are often conflicting and it is the pursuit of their Wimu •,-

.tti••nment which to the subject of most of the following material.

0. Ejector Ceometries

The ejector illusrated scheatically in Figure 1 is one vf P¢Vvr.l

ejector concepts which have been and are being investiga•td for 4ppli-a4 i.,I

as thrust augmentrrs. The single centerbody design ia .i'plv and allovo- tbi-

Integration of the ejector into the aircraft deslgn vr1th a misitnlu- t. Y t

"ThIN devire ha.t been investigated primarily for applica*.ion a4 an ic' -I .-

flap aq illustrated in Figure 9. -the inlet area ratios P1 iýnprest, A ,A

12



are generally less than 10 for such a device.

A higher area ratio ejector, investigated primarily at ARL and

, intended for application to VTOL aircraft is illustrated in Figure 10.

In this case the primary air is injected through a family of nozzles of

a shape resembling a shark fin and attached to the circular ducts servinv

a, rl.e prihiary air reservoir. Between the primary nozzles are located

root no-zles whose function it ! to inject a blanket of high energy air

near the walls to overcome the wall friction and thereby avoid separation

which is detrimental to ejector performance.

The bulk of the work at ARL has concerned the two ejector designs

described briefly above. The majority of the pre&ent material will likewi-',

' be discussed in relation to these concepts. However, the basic insight [nt:,

the flow processes involved is a necessary ingredient for anv ejector de.;.

Other ejector concepts have been proposed and som- are eurre.r 1:'

-under investigation. One of these, the Counda ejector9 wa. examined

theoretically by von Karman$ and is illustrated in Figure 11. Ihe d(ijtn

guishing feature of the Coanda ejector is the position of the primiarv tvo.;:-,

I , on the inlet scroll for the ejector. The Jets remain attached to the t

walls by tho effect *ade famous by Coatuda. Therefore, by ths time the i,•-

reach the Injection planes advocated by the designs Illustrated in Fi&gurr-• I

4nd 10, they are. sore Intimately mixed vith the entrained fluid. A% will

lie dltcuwged in the ejector analysis in the followi.iag section. thp raie

ýWifng betwatn the primary and entrained flows is a *ajor para-etr c.r'inc

ejector performance because of the overall length constraint im•poled bV th,

application to aircraft. A disadvantage to the Coanda apj'roAich 0: thit

the viscous lo-ses on the valls of the ejector are Increased duv to the

13
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presence of so much high energy air near the walls, In add I on. pen'.r I

of the mixing to the centerline of the ejector is difficult. The (Cr'nd,,

ejector has been tested by Scott and the results are discussed In se' iI

I-'F. A combination of the centerbody ejector illustrated in Figure I .nd

the Coanda elector of Figure 11 is the device being investigated by th.

American Aircraft Division of Rockwell International in Columnbus, Ohio :lm,!

illustrated in Figure 12. This concept intends to take advantage z•f thet In.'.

mixing due to the Coanda jets and yet not suffer the full extent of the ,-tIl

losses by injecting half of the air through the centerbody nozzle. Ihi-.

concept also improves the mixing, (as opposed to pu . Coanda iLnJectiion r.- .

the centerline of the ejector by placing a primary nozzle in that p',,it i-:1.

This device will be further discussed in a later section on tihe aircr.-ti

inteizration of ejector devices.

Ejector devices employing active diffusers have been invE:-at iv.•tt,

12 13by Haivht and O'Donnell and Alperin . The former concept is 4how.n n:t

Figure 10 a-d involves the use of a driven trapped vortex to .0ll'. f.,,,
r.pid diffus•on of the f)-1 . Separation is postponed until 1-tr,:-r d"

are4 ratio because the effective diffuser wavll I. sot solid aI-

nor have the ao-tIlp houndary condition. The reinder of the v;,,-ts',, ',-.,

i" Achem'4tica~ll the oam aA thAt i~ltj-trati4 Ir. Figurtý I(i.

T0he Concept investigated b) Alperin Is h• in ViCUrf i. 4and

involves the u-e of a Jet oear the solid diffuser exit 4s we'l .r .-

Sinlet. he jet ts Inclined at an angle to the =an sta.-,i'v .

!iir intotloeti is to take advantagk of the pressure difivree ,Wr- -

turnine Jet ýLs it deflects to the mean stream direct ant i• n -

Sai•" the diffumion process to continue dounstre~a of the AWifhct -t .

r-~



The degree to which such an effect is useful is related to the amount of

momentum injecLed near the end of the solid diffuser wall. If a sub-

stantial portion of the primary air is injected at that position, then

the ejector is essentially the first step to a staged ejector, from which

some improved performance is to be expected.

The improvement of ejector performance through the use of staged

* 14ejectors has been demonstrated experimeutally by Morrison1. The axisym-

metric staged ejector geometry used by Morrison is illustrated in Figure 15

alone with a representative experimental result. The conclusion that multi-

stage ejectors offer an advantage over the single stage ejector has also

been reached analytically by Nagaraja et 41 and the computed results are

shown in Figure 16. The potential offered by staging is indeed promising

but experimental efforts in this direction are in a stage of relative

infancy.

In addition to the ejector performance advantages to be gained froain

staging, a reduction of the duct losses could also be achieved. This could

be accomplished by greatly increasing the pressure in the supply ducts

carrying the primary air from the engine to the wing mounted ejectors. In

this way, the flow velocity in these ducts is reduced and the duct losses

correspondingly decreased. The first stage of the thrust augmentor then

operates primarily as a mass augmentor. Such a system however requires

some engine development work since a high pressure, high bypass ratio engine

is not currently available.

Because of the ootential for a superior mixing rate between the

primary and secondary streams, ejectors maintaining an unsteady flow are

16
of great interest. A recent paper by Binder and Favre-Marinet! has

15



demonstrated the increased performance of an unsteady primary nozzle. The

unsteady component in the primary flow was introduced by a spinning butterfl,

valve. Other methods of introducing the unsteadiness into the flow are btlini'

investigated. A spinning primary nozzle which introduced an unsteady

17
component was investigated by Foa . More recently, a fluidically controllf-d

unsteady nozzle with no moving parts was developed by Viets1. In addition.

an acoustic interaction phenomenon between the screech tones emitted by a

choked jet and the ejector geometry is currently the subject of an ongoinfl

19, 20
investigaticn , The subject of unsteady ejector flows will be treated

more explicitly in Section III.

E. Ejector Analysis Including Losses

In order to identify those areas of ejector technology which are

most likely to yield the maximum return (in terms of performance) when

subjected to intense investigation, the following ejector analvsis includi-

4
loss mechanisms was performed by Quinn4. The analysis is based in principle

5upon the original von Karman analysis of ejector performance.

Consider the ejector illustrated in Figure 1. Without the assutnr-

tions employed in the simplified analysis af Section IA, the continuitv and

momentum equations may be written as

+ 4
?,:~~~~~ ~~ -V...2)• " /, •,l•

7= i/ .: I
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where f is the streamwise component of the total skin friction force exerted

by the ejector walls upon the fluid.

The velocity distributions across any of the streamwise stations

are, in general, non-uniform. This non-uniformity may be lumped into a

single parameter by the defintion of

(I.E.3)

Momentum Flux through Ai

Momentum Flux Due to a
Uniform Mass Average
Velocity Profile

At the inlet position, the integration is over A and A
O -

Here V is the mass average velocity through area Ai. The skewness paramete.

3 is an indication of the deviation of the velocity profile from an idealiz,,

uniform velocity. As the profile deviates further from the uniform velovitv

case, a increases from unity.

In addition, the friction force term may be written as
2

where

For the type of ejector geometry shown in Figure 1, , would be rather

gm4ll but for other types of ejectors, such as the Coanda ejector, thte w0l1

friction losses can become significant.

17



In order to keep the present analysis relatively simple, the

pressure is assumed constant across any streamwise position and the fluid

is assumed incompressible. These have been shown to be very realistic

assumptions by the experiments described in later sections.

Besides the frictional losses on the internal walls of the ejector,

there are several other loss mechanisms which detract from overall ejector

performance. These include the loss, & , sustained by the entrained flow1

passing through the inlet. If the inlet had no losses, Bernoulli's equation

would be sufficient to relate the external conditions to the entrained

velocity. However, the inlet loss results in a modified Bernoulli relation:

The entrained flow is irrotational except in the limited regions which have

been affected by the boundary layers on the inlet walls. Thus the entrained

velocity is essentially uniform and a possible 8 term in Eq. I.E.6 is

treated as unity.

If the ejector configuration has a diffuser attached, then a loss

due to the imperfect operation of the diffuser must be included. This may

be accomplished by the use of the diffuser pressure coefficient

where 113 is the static pressure at the exit.

If the loss mechanisms described above are incorporated into the

governing equations I.E.1 and 2, they may be manipulated into a

18
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quadratic equation for the entrained to primary velocity ratio

A, A (v - (,4~~ (
(Ai 0= 0 (A_]

,• -z• AtV, + _A=

where the losses downstream of the injection plane havc been lumped into

41 the parameter q defined by

±~- c~](I.E.9)

Now consider a situation with perfect mixing, 8 1.0, frictionless

2 A

ejector walls, ýf = 0 and a perfect diffuser C 1 - 2 Then the

function q is minimized and equal to

Then for convcnience

S~+)

The fact that it is desirable to minimize the value of q in Eq. I.E.9

leads to some interesting, if not surprising, insight. The wall !rictioti 1'-%%

term tf may be reduced by building the ejector as short and compact agi po•sible.

19
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However, a very short ejector makes it difficult to obtain a reasonably low

value of a because the mixing between the primary and secondary streams is

not rapid enough. This trade-off between the conflicting objectives of

compactness and complete mixing is one of the basic problems in ejector

design. An additional complication is that any attempt to increase the

mixing rate of the primary jet leads to either an increased inlet loss

(i.e., perhaps by using more primary nozzles) or a reduced primary nozzle

thrust efficiency (which will be considered in more detail) or both.

Relatively straightforward is the meassage from Eq. I.E.9 to maximize

the diffuser performance and hence maximize C.[ . P

Now to allow a numerical comparison of the loss terms, consider the

thrust augmentation ratio as defined in Eq. I.A.ll:

J~VwTSA3

VtJfp dAO 'V VAO.1)

Now Va is the velocity obtainable by a perfect expansion of the primary

flow from its stagnation pressure P to the ambient conditions Pa so

Now s•olving for the ambient pressure from l.E.6 and combining:

20
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Now the primary thrust efficiency is the ratio of the thrust produced to

the thrust available from the isentropic expansion across the same prussure

difference, i.e.,

_ 2

r-L l° -_ Vo __(I.E.15)

(N- v2 (,+ ), ,,

~A/

Substituting into Eq. I.E.12 for V and uiminating V 2A by continuity
N 3 3

(A . 1 6)

Attempting to interpret the importance of various loss components

directly from Eq. I.E.16 is a risky proposition since the parameters are

still interrelated. However, the numerical solution of Eq. I.E.16 3long

with I.E.8 yields some interesting results as seen in Figure 17. For a

particular ejector of A /A I 20 and A /A - 1.5, the relative importance

of the loss terms is shown. The basic message is that increased losses

of one type are acceptable and even desirable if in so doing the loss .

another type is reduced.

The degree to which the losses are critical to the ejector performance

is shown in Figure 18, where computed thrust augmentation is plotted vr-mks

itnlet area ratio for three loss combinations; no losses, reasonable and

heavy o1s0s. The labeling of the loss combinations as reasonable or

heavy is certainly debatable but the coaclusion is clear: succesful

ejectors for V/STOL application aust have the losses held to a very tight

21
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minimum since it is obvious from the figure that small percentage changes

in the loss mechanisms can greatly affect the performance.

The theoretical performance limits for augmentors with no losses

are shown in Figure 19. It is clear that performance increases with

inlet area ratio and diffuser area ratio. The calculation assumes perfect

(or complete) mixing as well as no losses. Physically, the actual reductioll'

from the performance shown here are due in large part to the fact that the

mixing attained in the ejector decreases as the inlet and/or diffuser ratios

are increased and that the diffuser performance breaks down completely for

larger area ratios as diffuser stalling occurs.

Not let us consider the q loss term in more detail. The q loss as

defined by Eq. I.E.9 consists of three parts; skin friction, diffuser

efficiency and degree of mixing. Now if an ejecotr configuration is being

optimized for an aircraft application, the length is generally not ver',y

Sflexible and the diffuser efficiency in terms of area ratio is relativel;

well known. The optimization is likely to concentrate on the flow structure

within the ejector. In particular the mixing rate should be optimized

(i.e. Z minimizec) in relation to the nozzle thrust efficiency nN, A

reduction in nN is generally the price which must be paid to achieve

increased mixing. An analysis which clearly shows the trade-off between

iozzle thrust efficiency and performance as related to mixing was performed

21by Bevilaqua and Toms and is shown in Figure 20. For a diffuser area

ratio of 1.5, the resules clearly show that taking a five percent losA in

nozzle "trust eff'ciency to obtain a ten percent improvement in mixing

4t the exit (as measured hy 3) can lead to an improvement on the ordvr of

;SZ in thrust augmentation ratio. The calculation is performod holding the

remAining logges to zero.
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The lower half of Figure 20 illustrates the effect of the above

trade-off on the transfer efficiency defined as the ratio of the kinetic

energy of the efflux to energy of the primary jet system.

Thus the enhancement of the mixing rate is one of the most important

parts of the ejector optimization process, especially for V/STOL application,

and will be considered in more detail in Section II.

F. Some Recent Ejector Results

The thrust augmenting ejector effort at the Aerospace Research

Laboratories has concentrated on two devices -

- a high inlet area ratio (Z24) ejector to produce the high thrust

augmentation values required for VTOL (See Figure 10) and

- a lower inlet area ratio (ý8) ejector to be applied as an ejector

flap and to act mainly as a mass augmentor and increase the velocity over

the upper wing surface of a STOL aircraft and thereby augment the lift

produced and required for rapid conventional take-off.

The high area ratio device is schematically illustrated in Figure 10.

The throat width is 10 inches (25.4 cm) while the endwall to endwall distance,

is 60 inches (1.52 m). A photographic view upstream into half the ejector

exit is shown in Figure 21. The primary nozzles extend out from the round

supply dicts and meet on the centerline of the device. In this way the

primary air is distributed over the ejector cross section. Twelve small

nozzles inject primary air on the end walls of the ejector. The desiun of

the individual primary nozzles as well as the root nozzles which supply the

boundary layer control air is shown in Figure 22. The primary nozzles are

in the shpae of a "shark fin" to minimize the inlet loss to the entrained

air which passes over them. The exit shape of the nozzles ii cut back on

S•)



alternate sides in order to impart an alternately transverse velocity

component to the flow, as illustrated in Figure 23. This particular exit

shape is called the hypermixing nozzle and is the result of an extensive

investigation of nozzle mixing versus efficiency which will be described

in Section II. Both the primary nozzles and the root nozzles were injection

molded from a Nyafil material.

The various configurations tested are indicated in Table 1, where L
m

and LD are the lengths of the mixing duct and the diffuser, respectively, as

shown in the schematic of Figure 7, and W is the width of the mixing duct.

The highest values of thrust augmentation obtained to date with this

device are shown in Figure 24 and correspond to configuration F from Table 1.

The lower set of thrust augmentation values have been obtained with a much

shorter diffuser and hence a shorter overall ejecter. The reduction in

performance can be attributed to the reduced degree of mixing achieved in

the shorter ejector. This is evident in the fact that the velocity profiles

at the exit of the shorter ejector are more highly skewed (or non-uniform)

than in the case of the longer ejector. The difference in performance of

these two cases illustrates the importance of complete mixing to the eJector

process because the longer ejector requires that one accept an increase in

wall friction losses (and hence in Aq) and yet the perforwance i% improved.

The effect of the length of the mixing duct, LM, on overall performance

is shown In Figure 25. The comparlson is for configurations D and V of Table I,

which are of equal overall length. It ig clear from the data that a long

mixing duct is not as Important as a more gradual diffusion process. This is

a somewhat unanpect.ed result since it is a generally accepted fact that

diffusion tends to accentuate the non-uniformites or skewness of a flow.

24



Evidently, t 1 'ere is a very significant amount of mixing occurring within the

diffuser of the present ejector geometry. This effect is related to the sen.'-
of tho diffusion relative •o the skewness and will be discussed in detail in

Section II. Unfortunately, the mechanics of the experimental device made it

impossible to further shorten the mixing duct.

The optimization of the primary nozzle devends not only on the mixinQ

rate of the jet produced, but also on the ejector geometry itself. Once

the low is fully mixed at any streamwise position within the ejector, any

additional ejector length only contributes to skin friction and does not

enhance performance but rather detracts from it.

22Recent experiments by Bevilaqua , on the same apparatus described

above, indicate the importance of designing the primary nozzles with regard

to their application. By doubling the aspect ratio of the individual element,

on the hype'.nixino nozzles (see Figures 22 and 23) from those of the previous

tests, the thirst augmentation ratio obtained wazi held practically constanL whi..

the total length o: the mixing and diffuser sections was more than halved it-

shown in Figure 26. The single low thrust augmentation value at a diffuser

areas ratio of 2.1 was purý-sely produced by placing a small roughness eleme'nt

.025" (0.64 cm) wide and 0.50" '1.27 cm) high on the sidewall downstream of 0-i

primary let injection plane. The sensitivity -f tne thrust augmentation to- -

small disturbance in the flovfileld Is aiptre•n..

To insure a sufficient amount of boundar;- layer cantrol, pri-nrv zr

is placed on the sidewalls by root nozzles of the kimi illitstrated in

Fixure 22 4nd on the endwalls by the twelve nozzle spray system ihovn in the

lower part of Figure 21. Not only is it iwportant to hive the bodnjar-

layer blowing, but it must be accomplished in the proper mainer a• b-
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seen in Figure 27. Not surprisingly, the poorest performance was obtained

without endwall blowing. If a single nozzle using 9.1% of the primary mass

flow is employed, the performance rises. However, using the 12 segment

nozzle (Figure 21) to more successfully distribute the flow, the percentage

of mass flow used for endwall blowing can be reduced to 4.7% and still the

performance is increased dramatically.

The highest augmentation values achieved by Quinn1 ' 3 ' 4 have been

independently verified by Haight and O'Donnei 1 2 . in fact, Quinn's v~lcas

appear to be conservative, being exceeded by 2-7% in Reference 12. This

difference is attributed "to small design changes in inlet shape and

differences in external laboratory flow constraints (walls, ceiling, etc.)".

Haight and O'Donnell12 are basically concerned with a reduction in the

diffuser length by employing the trapped vortex diffuser, as iliustrated In

Figure 13. The basis of this device is the fact that the diffuser wall is

replaced by the dividing streamline between the vortex and the diffuser flow.

Th- vortex is driven by injection at the upstream lip and hence the separating

boundary layer at that point is energized. tn addition, boundary layer

separation (a-d hence stall) can be avoided in principle, since there is

a fluid (instead of solid) interface. The experimental results employing

the vortox diffuser show a dependence of thrust augmentation on primary jet

stagnation pressure that did not exist in the solid wall diffuser case.

Reductions of pressure average peak thrust auguentation ratios to 1.91 zvnd

1.8$ vere experienced with respqctive reductions in total length of 21 and

44%. The concept appears to require more optimization to make it a viable

diffusion candidate.
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The low area ratio ejector, shown schematically in Figure 1 was

tested by Fancher23 including the hypermixing nozzles mentioned above and

described in more detail in Section II. A cutaway of the ejector on the te-t

stand is illustrated in Figure 28. The maximum measured performance for

an inlet area ratio (A1/Ao) of 8.6 was ý 1.35. A small increase in this

value of thrust augmentation was reported by Bevilaqua and Toms 2 1' 24 by' the

use of higher aspect ratio individual elements in the hypermixing nozzles and

subsequent improved mixing.
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11. Mixing Studies

A. Parameters Affecting Jet Mixing

The Importance of the rate of mixing between the primary and secondarv

streams on the overall ejector performance has been pointed out in Section 1.

A dramatic quantitative estimate of this effect has been made by Quinn1'n

and is sho'-n in Figure 29. Doubling the assumed mixing rate leads to very

substantial improvements in thrust augmentation, especially for the short

(length/width) electors of interest for aircraft application. Therefore,

various methods of increasing the mixinp rate of a primary jet have been

attempted and some of these are presented below. Of course, the enhanced

mixing rate must be achieved at the cost of reduced nozzle thrust efficiency

and therefore a trade-off between these effects must be negotiated. In

addition, several other mixing problems arise in application including three

dimensional effects, and the concurrent processes of ditfuston and turning.

The results discussed here are all steady state. The time dependent methods

are delayed until the following section.

A study of several methodz which directly affect jet mixing rates

was p-erformed by IFejer et al 2 6 ' 2 7 ' 2 8 at the Illinois InAtitute of Tohaoluoev.

This study included the mixing effect. due to

a. A disturbance at the interfuce between the primary .nd socondr'

flaos to produce turbulence.

b. A density difference between the jet and secondary flotis.

r. Tho 4ddition of a gross swirl component to the pri-mry ltlo..

"The turbdulnce productioen at the flow interface was accft-Rlished by =nunzlik

a ritg of spheres -round the outside of the primarv jet ao•azl at the xit

pla•e, in this way. the turbulence Increase is in the secondary ilow and P e
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might expect that the effect on the mixing process is proportional to the

secondary flow velocity. This is indeed the case as may be seen in

Figure 30. The effect on both velocity decay and the concentration decay

of the argon tracer gas in the primary flow is significant for secondary

-- istreams of 200 ft/sec (60.96 m/sec). However, the effect is slight for

a seconAary stream of half that velocity. Of course, the disturbance could

be appliod to the primary stream instead and the mixing rate further enhanced.

However the losses involved in such a procedure would increase accordingly.

Since the ejector is very sensitive to primary nozzle losses any disturbance

of the flow interface must be viewed with a critical eye.

The effect of a density difference between the primary and secondary

flows has been studied by various investigators 2934. The basic conclusion

is that as the density of the primary decreases relative to the secondary,

the velocity decay (or mixing) rate increases. This is true whether the

density difference is due to compc-ition and/or temperature differences.

Thus, it woulA appear that a low density primary (perhaps hot engine air)

would be desirable for thrust augmenting ejector applications to aircraft.

However, passing the same mass flow in the lower density case requites

higher primary velocities which in turn yield lower transfer efficiencies.

The advantages (if any) of a lower density primary therefo.re depend upon

the ejector configuration and constitute another design tradeoff.

For very short ejector configurations, the effective increase in

viscosity due to higher temperature primaries may offset the reduced transfer

"efficiency. This is a basic result of an axisymmetric heated elector study

by Quinn and TomsI* For the relatively long ejector (L/D - 10,1) shovn

in Figure 31, the effect of primary temparature on the ratio of entr-ained

29
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to primary mass fiow (reduced by the temperature ratio) is significant.

SSince the eiector is so long axnyway, the flows are relatively well mixed,

even in the cold jet case, so a mixing improvement provides no increase

in performance. To th. contrary, the increased wall losses cause the

performance Lo suffer. However, for a short ejector configuration

(L/D 4.36, Figure D) the elevated primary temperature produces an increase

in mixing rate which compensates for the reduced transfer efficiency and hence

the performance (in terms of entrainment ratio) is not compromised. The

change in the shpae of the curves will be discussed in the following section

on unsteady effects.

The significant mixing advantages to be gained by the introduction

of a swirl component into the jet flow may be seen in the experimental

results of Rose35 in Figure 33. In tnis case, the swirl is produced by a

rotating pipe, although there are alternate methods available including

g,,ide vanes upstream of the jet exit. Again the problem arises of the cost

In performance required to produce the disturbance in the jet. This led to

an investigation of the possibility of producing interactions outside the

primary nozzle which will be discussed.

The influence of the state of the boundary layer on the inside of

the primary jet is currently being investigated by Hill and Jenkens36

Initial results indicate that the state of the boundary layer, laminar,

tvansi,-ona~l or turbulent, has a significant effect on the 4,ot mixing rate.

B. Thrpo Dimensional Effects

37-39In a ,eriea of pioneering papers, Sforza and Trentecoste have

expot-i.entallv clrifled the three dimensional structure of ;et4 toaat ini.

frim orifices of bilaterally symetric shape. From the point of view of

3.0
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ejector application, an important result of their experiments is illustrateu

in Figure 34. Here the half widths in the major and minor axis directions

of an aspect ratio ten orifice are plotted versus distance downstream. The

half width are a gross indication of the transverse dimersions of the jet

since they contain a majority of the jet's momentum within their bounds and

are definpd as the distance between the jet centerline and the point on the

transverse velocity profile where the velocity is equal to the average of

the jet centerline velocity and the free stream velocity. For three

dimensional jets, the half width furthest from the centerline (i.e. on the

short side) initially decreases and then grows while that on the near side

of the j"t grows monotonically. The importance of this fact may be seen in

relat'on to the schematic of the area ratio 24 ejector discussed in Section I

and shown in Figure 10. In order for the primary jet mixing to penetrate to

the cente- of the mixing duct, the high aspect ratio jet must grow rapidly

on its short side. However, according to the aforementioned 3-D results,

tOis is not possible. Therefore, Quinn40 extended the "shark fin" nozzles

out to the center of the ejector channel and obtained improved mixing on

the ejector centerline which (along with other changes) resulted in sub-

stantially improved performance.

An analytical treatment of the flow from a finite aspect ratio

nozzle has been produced by Viefs for a laminar jet issuing from an

* elliptical nozzle. The treatment is based on the assumption that the jet

i!ovels are elliptical, a fact observed at a short distance downstream

38
in the tairbulent case, even for a rectangular orifice . This fact allows

the separation cf the three dimensional problem into two 2-0 problems,

only coupled by the aspec.t ratio of the elliptical orifices. The results
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of a numerical solution of the resulting equations is shown in Figure 35 for

an aspect ratio three ellipse and two different coflowing stream ratios. The

qualitative agreement with the experimental results of Figure 34 may be seen.

In order to obtain a quantitative comparison, an eddy viscosity model

applicable to a 3-D flowfield is required.

The above discussion concerns the interaction between a finite aspect

ratio jet and the coflowing stream. In most cases, however, there is also

an interact'on between the primary jet and an ejector wall. This situation

42 43has been examined experimentally by Foss and Jones and Eastlake4. The

latter finds that confining the jet with endwalls (walls aligned with the

edges of the jet parallel to the minor axis) results in a decrease of the

minor axis half width growth. This is due to the fact that the endwalls

prevent entrainment through that side and therefore prevent the decrease in

37-39the half width dimension observed by Sforza and Tretacoste and

predicted by Vites 4 1 . This forces the jet momentum to fill to the endwalls

and hence reduces the momentum available to the minor axis and results in a

reduced half width growth there.

Foss and Jones42 found unexpected secondary flows in the viscinity

of the walls of a slot jet bounded as that above. The secondary flow causes

a more rapid spreading of the jet near the walls. According to the proposed

flow model, tke secondary flow is caused by vortex rings which are shed by

the jet orifice or nozzle and then deformed by the flow field, being

retarded near the walls and blown downstream in the center of the chhannel.

44This model is similar to that proposed by Van Der Ilegge ZiJnen and employed

by Sforza and Trentacoste3 8 to explain the velocity irregularities found in

some jet flows. These irregularities involve situaLions where tht, maximum
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jet ve•qcity does not appear on the jet centerline as expected but rather

appears off center resulting in a saddle-shaped velocity profile. Viets

45and Sforza have computed the motion of a finite aspect ratio vortex ring

and confirmed the calculations with flow visualization experiments. The

vortex ring deforms in much the same manner as the jet cross-section (as

seen in the half width growths of Figures 34 and 35) and thus lends

credibility to the vortex model of jet dynamics. This structure also fits

well with the latest model of turbulent entrainment which pictures the flow

field as consisting of a large scale eddy structure which is responsible

for the majority of the jet entrainment. This model will be discussed

further below.

C. Nozzle Studies - Origin of Hypermixing

A comprehensive investigation of the effect of primary nozzle exit

geometry in the mixing rate and the nozzle efficiency has been performed bV

Eastlake 46. The principle aim of the investigation was to identify nozzle

configurations which yielded substantial improvements in spreading rate at

a reasonable cost in nozzle velocity efficiency, defined as the ratio ot

the actual nozzle velocity to the isentropic velocity due to the same

nozzle pressure ratio.

Some examples of the types of nozzle geometries tested are shown in

the following Figures. The nozzles tested included:

a. Straight cone nozzle - producing a line of axisymmetric jets.

b. Alternating cone nozzle - producing axisymmetric jets alternAtel-.,

inclined at *109 to the nominal centerline. (See FiKgre 36)

e. Alternating exit nozzie - alternate segments of a convereing slot

nozzle cut back to produce rectangular Jet eCements inclined to til. cvterlin.-.
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aspect ratio of each element is approximately four. Presently referred to

as the hypermixing nozzle (See Figure 37).

d. Alternating exit nozzle - same as c, but the elemental aspect

ratio is approximately equal to eight.

e. Simplifi-d fin nozzle - producing a line of parallel slot jets.

f-j Scalloped exit nozzle - the nozzle exit is cut back in an

alternating fashion illustrated in Figure 38 to produce inclined jets of

nonuniform shape. This was accomplished to varying degrees with five

different nozzles.

The major result of this nozzle study is shown in Figure 39, where

the nozzle spreading rates are plotted against their price, the nozzle

efficiency. In this case the efficiency is defined as the ratio of the

actual to isentropic exit velocity. This is equivalent to the nozzle thrust

efficiency defined earlier since

Actual Actual VActual

Tisen(same mass flow) OVActual Visen Visen

That the price of rapid mixing is reduced nozzle efficiency is clear

from the Figure. The particular nozzle chosen for further testing based on

these tests is the .8 alternating exit nozzle having a half width spreading

rate of approximately .17 and an efficiency slightly below 98%. It was thbi

basic nozzle exit design which was employed in the successful test program

3described by Quinn

further evidence of the three dimensional effect discussed above may

be seen in )figure 40, where the half width growths of the two alternating

exit (now referred to as hypermixing nozzles) are compared to tnose of a

slot Jet of the same overall aspect ratio. Certainly the improved porformonn,.

34
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in the minor axis direction is clear. However, the decrease in the major

a.ls half width Is exaggerated as the performance is improved in the

opposite direction. Thus, as discussed In relation to 3-,) effects, pene-

tration of the jet in the major axis direction becomes -, re and more difficult

as minor axis penetration (or spreading improves).

The performance of the hypermixing nozzle geo-Aetry has been further

investigated in detail by Bevilaqua2 1 ' 22, 24, both experimentally and
40

analytically, based on the early work of Quinn . Since the question of the

mechanism of turbulent entrainment is still a point of controversy in the

technical community, there is no surprise in the fact that the mechanism o•

enhanced entrainment in hypermixing jots is rot completely clear. There is

little doubt, however, that the increased spreading is related to the

production of streamwise vorticity by the jet as shown in the schematic of

Figure 23.

Recent results 4 7 - 5 0 in the general area of turbulent entrainment h:we,

pointed out the existence of a large scale vortex structure in the entraintent

process and have attributed the bulk of the entrainment process to the

action of this structure. Thir! point of view is covsistent with the con;'•t-,

that the i-crease in mixing rate in the hypermixing nozzles is due to the

large scale sreamwise vortices produced. A lovical mechanism for the

producti-n of thtse vortices is the discontinuity in the transverse velcit'.

which exists betueen elements at the exit of the hypermixing nozzle. Another

possible mechanism51 however, is the realization that each element of the

hypermixing jet may be viewed as an airfoil with a Jet flap at the trailin

edge. Thus alternate elements of the hypermixing jet have different amvtint4

of effective camber and the resultant lift on each element alternate% in

direction opposite to the alternating jet deflection. Then the xtreati'e
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vorticity may be viewed as the downstream legs of a horseshoe vortex bound

LI, each elellenL u the nozzle. An analytical description of hypermixing is

included in the following subsection.

D. Eddy Viscosity Models

1. Modified Prandtl Model

Eddy viscosity models have proven to be a very popular technique

in the mathematical treatment of turbulent flows. Their popularity stems

from the fact that their use laminarizes the problem in the sense that it

allows the use of laminar methods of solution. The effect of turbulence

is then to complicate the otherwise simple evaluation of the viscosity.

The purpose here is certainly not to examine the usefulness of various

proposed models but rather to present two methods of attack pursued at

ARL a-d which indicate some promise and are applicable to thrust augmenting

ejectors. A very comprehensive review of eddy viscosity models has been

performed by Harsha 5 2 .

From the present point of view, a desirable eddy viscosity model

would have the simultaneous features of performance and simplicity. One of

the simplest (and earliest) models is due to Prandtl and is valid for free

?randtl's model of the eddy viscosity E, is

wthere K is an empvidcal constant, b is proportional to the width of the mixing

region aod Ureax and Umin are the oaximum and minimum values of streamwise

velocity at a given str.m vise position,

36n
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The ability of the PrandUl model to predict the axis velocity

52dcecay of jet into stationary surrounding iias been demonstrated5. HOowLvei,

with the addition of a coflowing stream the model's performance deteriorates..

This may be seen in Figure 41 where the centerline velocity u and the

coflowing stream velocity Ue, are equivalent to U and U respectively.
emax min

The initial velocity of the jet is V, while the velocity ratio is m = U /V.
e

The constant in the Prandtl model is chosen as k = .007 in the region u . .99V

and k .011 downstream of that region. The halfwidth b is defined as abo'.O.

52
A reasonable fit of the available data at m = .67 is indicated

-1
by the heavy line decaying at X (i.e. 45 slope). It may be seen that the

agreement of the Prandtl model, which was designed for a jet into ambient air.

is not very successful for the case of a substantial coflowing stream. Also.

indicated are the results employing a model due to Ferri, Libby and Zakkayv'

which was formulated to account for the effect of variable density in the jet

flow. This model depends upon the difference in mass-fluxes rather than the

velocity difference;

where r is defined at any streamwise station as the distance between tile

centerline and the povition at which the mass flux is equal to the averi'e v,

the conterline value id and the coflowing stream value, o ue. In additi,.

tte constant K. was chosen to be equal to .025,

^U,,, r,,uceda to thle lincompressible case, the Ferri moel is• Ainpi--

the Prandtl model vith A different constant. Therefore. the results as in

iiurt , 4 rp nrwrelv shifted rather than improved. A correction fact.r zi-

the Prandtl aodd1 to account for the toflowing stream can ba developed by ti..

55
flowing argent
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The original development of the Prandtl model assumed that the

di•uensioib of the lumps of fluid which are transported across the jet are

of the same order of magnitude as the width of the mean shear layer. That

this assumption is affected by the addition of a coflowing stream may be

seen in the limit where the coflowing stream velocity is equal to the jet

velocity and the width of the mean shear layer is zero. The flow is,

however, still turbulent and the lumps of fluid transported by the turbulence

are of finite size. Thus as the coflowing stream velocity increases, the

size of the fluid lumps can be substantially larger than the width of the

shear layer. Increasing the dimensions of the fluid lumps is equivalent

to increasing the magnitude of the effective viscosity. To incorporate this

effect into the Prandtl model, the eddy viscosity is increased by a term

inversely proportional to the local velocity difference between the jet and

freestream (U - u )/(u - u
e e

The denominator of the preceding term is equivalent to the

(Ureax - u mn) term in the Prandtl model, so if the Prandtl model were simply

multiplied by the coflowing stream modification, the local velocity difference

terms, (u - u ),would cancel out and the resulting eddy viscosity would he

proportional to the halfwidth Alone. To avoid this, the modification factor

is raised to a power characteriatic of the flow situation, the ratio of the

coflowing stream velocity to the jet velocity, m.

The use of the velocity ratio as the exponent in the modification

term may be viewed au follows. The shortcoming of the Prandtl model in the

coflowing stream caso is its inability to match the exponential decay rate of

the jot. The experimental decay rate exponent is dependent upon the velocity

ratio, while the Prandtl codel exponent is equal to unity. The present
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modificatiun improves the model by making the exponential decay rate

dependent upon the initial velocity ratio. The resulting modified Ptandtl

eddy viscosity model is M

& k ~ (LLLe) [(U L4e)/(LLe) (lI 3)U

Thus the Prandtl model is simply multiplied by Lhe inverse of the quantity

usually plotted as the ordinate of the velocity decay plots, raised to the

power of the velocity ratio. In the case of the absence of a coflowing

stream, the modified Prandtl model reduces identically to the classical

Prandtl model.

The ability of the modified Prandtl model to predicc the far field

decay of coaxial jet is shown in Figure 41. The new model successfully

predicts the centerline velocity decay from approximately i 20 downstream.

56it is appropriate to point out here that Maczynski has stwwn

that the effective mixing length in the far field of the Jet is not propor-

tional to the width, b, of the jet as the basic Prandtl model assumes. Rather

the effective mixing length is proportional the the distance fron. the jet

nozzle, which grows more rapidly titan the jet width upon the addition oZ a

coflowing stream. Thus the bracketed term in Equation (Il.D.3) Day be

viewed as a modification of the jet width, b, to make it more compatible with

the results of tMaczynski. The effective mixing length thus obtained,

LLe
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is larger than b, and the difference becomes most pronounced in the far field.

Now analogous to the Ferri model, Boyle and Viets57 rewrote the

modified Prandtl model of Equation (II.D.3) in terms of mass ratio,

where A p eu e/Po U is dependent only upon the initial conditions and the

constant has been freed to vary with A. In addition, an examination of

the available literature indicates that the density ratio to the half power

58 59has a significant effect on both the entrainment and axis velocity decay

rates of variable density jet flows. The inclusion of this factor leads to

the mcodel,

0 1( .). 5)

;U

It now remains to determine the variation of K(A) empirically and

thereby iliLstrate tk.; applicability of the model. In an effort to retain

the simplicity of the model, the constant in thi. second region of the flow

.i99 U) is specified as equal to the second constant in the Prandtl

model, K .022. The constant in the first region of the flou is chosen

iempirically and depends upon the mass flux ratio, X. The choice of K(-)w.

"is essentially equivalent to specifying the length of the potential core as

a function ol mass flux ratio, A, and is presented in Figure 42.
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The empirical variation of K with X was obtained by producini, tht.

best match uf centerline decay of velocity, temperature and concentraLion

of axisymmetric jet experiments from ten different sources. The axisym-

metric geometry was chosen because of the relative abundance of dat,,.

A similar curve could be produced for two-dimensional results.

The success of the simple model in the case of a heated jet is

shown in Figure 43 and Fib re 44 for the case of a heated let of nonuniforr-

60compusition. The experimental results are due to Landi.• and Shapiro in

the general agreement is good.

2. Hypprmixing Eddy Viscosity

The hypermixing nozzle development has been discussed above. ant

the general flowfield produced is illustrated In Figure 23. It is desirai I,.

to develop an eddy viscosity for the hypermixing nozzle in order to facilita.,

desi5gn studies. The basic difficulty is that the hypermixing flowfield i'.

f,1lly three dimensional. This difficulty was overcome by Bevilaqua'. wh,,

smeared the changes in the spanwise direction while retaining the essential

feature of hypermixirg, the streamwise vorticity. Thus, instead of tr-at into

individual streamu-ise vortices, the analysis treats a distribution 01

vurt je i tv.

The governing eq'tation for the streamwise vorticitv i.

5:.

where -r:. ran he itnterpreted as the straining of the voiticity by the M~An

1-wn aod 414 fts- dif fuslon by the turbulence. As the let ttovet. r'

""preads and decelerates, the characteristic streamwise dimension dcrre44v"

-ind thus Ehe 9treivwie virteK Is compre.sved, so

41
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-,C), -- 2 (11.0.7)

"rhen, if the vorticity is not a functiLkn F time but merely convected down-

stream, the resulting vorticity equation is,

If the vorticity is written as the p.coduct of two terms, turbulent diffusion

diffusion • and the rate of strain due Lo compression, then (II.D.8) becomet-

This equation may be transformed and solved for the velocity distribution

within the vortex as well as the size of the vortex (defineý. as the radius

at which the maximum velocity occurs) and the maximum velocity. Luploviiw

the size of the vortex and its maximum velocity as the mixing length and

velocity scales, the vortex induced stress can be detemaed. The detail

for these operations are presented in Reference 22.

The g•overning equations for the jet flow containing the vorticitv

may be uolvud for the case of a sell preserving jet, to withit two co-ntant.,.

dnc can be determined b7 the m-agnitude of the jet spreading rate far from

the nowxle while the second is determined from the near field of the jet

by matchiost the initial upreading rate (which Is indicative r tof e %trnct:"

Of the hype4rrixing vortices).

••e comparison between analysis and experixrnt is slio in

Figure 45. Since r2oere are two free constants in the todel the quan•.t-iti,.'!

42
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comparison is not the most important thing, but rather the qualitative shape

of the jet growth. Work is currently underway on an improved analysis

based on the concept of approximating the various elements of the hypermixing
S~51

nozzle by jet flaps and thereby to define the free constants in the above

model.

E. Simultaneous Mixing and Diffusion

Ejectors for aircraft application are constrained to be rather short.

This leads to situations where, in spite of the rapidly mixing primary

nozzles described above, the velocity profile at the inlet to the diffuser

is not fully mixed (i.e. not flat). Therefore, superior performance

demands that as much mixing as possible take place within the diffuser.

However, Prandtl61 contended that diffusers tend to accentuate the flow

nonuniformati-s (or skewness). During some early experiments at ARL, It

appeared that this was true in one sense relative to the velocity profile

and not the other and that the difference between the two is due to the

direction of the diffusion process relaive to the mixing process. Consider

an unmixed velocity profile at the inlet to the diffuser. The question then

arises: Ls there a preferred direction Gf diffusion? That is, is it more

effective to diffuse the flow in the plane of the velocity profile (Figure 46)

or in the plane normal to that of the velocity profile (Figure 47)? The

schematics in Figures 46 and 47 show a square inlet in order to separate

the directional effect from that of aspect ratio.

1. Theory
6 2

Por diffusers of moderate -xpanslon angles, the character of the

flow is that the cross flow velocicies v and w .re smill compared to the

streamwise velocity component u. Therefore, as in Reference 63, the
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boundary layer assumptions are applied in both the y and z directions.

The resulting non-dimensionalized boundary layer equations are

+ -+Lr + -- + _ +

0 r3•, (II.E.l)

and continuity

judA-

The velocities are non-dimensionalized with respect to the average

velocity at the diffuser inlet 11 ; the distances with half the initial wall0

separation L : and the pressures with the dynamic head p U 2. Thus R is the
p pUL 0

Reynolds number, defined as R . In addition, due to the double

symmetry about the y and z axes, the analysis will treat only one quadrant of

the yz coordinate system. Therefore, the area A(x) is one fourth the total

area distribution.

Now U(x) is defined as the average non-dimensional velocity in

the duct of diffuser. Then from the conservation of mass

A~x Atx)
where A(x) g(x) tl(x) is the streamwise area distribution in one quadrant.

Consider the initial velocity profiles (at x - 0) such that the

deviation of tke velocity from the average velocity, [•(o,y) - U 0, is small.
0

If. In addition, the diffuser angles are small, the transverse velocities,
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v and w, are small. Then the streamwise momentum equation (la) may be

linearized about U(x) by introducing u' u U(x), noting that u', v, W,

and are small and neglecting terms of higher than first order in these

variables.

The res.,Lting streamwice momentum equation is (including

Equation (II.E2)):

k+ JA(dx R~~~

Also, d,,e to the definition of u' as the deviation from the average veloril,

Now, in neither diffuser flow situation is the velocity a function

of z, so -u'W/Jz 0 and Equution (II.E.3)

Integrating over the quadrant area, AWx);

Sox , •dx jo

in diffuseor analyses, it is not uncommon for the core flow to be treated

separately from the boundary layer flov on the diffuser walls. Thu.s the
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core flow has an inviscid boundary condition and this, along with the condition

of symmetry on the diffuser centerline, means au'/ay[ = 0 in Equation (II.E.6).
0

The integral term on the lefthand side is zero from Equation (II.E.4). Then

+ A (II.E.7)

or Equation (II.E.3) simplifies to:

!i I" (II.E.8)

Let (II.E.9)

_ andJd

then Equation (II.E.7) becomes

w h (II.E.l0)

C) ?
and•

at

and at (7 • =

The solution to Equation (Il.E.lO) with boundary conditions (Il.E.l1) is,

00 A 2

fl IT
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In order to illustrate the effect of direction on the diffusion

process, consider the simplest case of a straight walled diffuser. Then,

the equation of the expanding walls for diffusion in the plane of the

velocity profile, Figure 46 is g(x) ax + I where a is the slope of the

expanding walls. The transformed streamwise coordinate is

xW !t Xs - -- + (II.E,13)

Now for diffusion in a direction normal to the plane of the velocity profile,

Figure 47, the equation of the expanding walls (for the same area ratio

between exit and inlet) is the same as above, h(x) ax + 1.

Then the transformed streamwise coordinate is

x

Now consider two diffusers of equal length but different sets of diverging

walls, as illustrated in Figures 46 and 47.what is the difference between

their exit velocity profiles? The simplest way to examine this question is

to compare the two streamwise coordinate transformations, as shown in

Figure 48. The two transformed coordinates are plotted versus non-dimen-

sionalized physical distance downstream for the case of the wall slope a

0.1. Then at any x position downstream, the corresponaing value f, is

directly related to the amount of mixing having taken place up to that

streamwise position. Thus it may be seen from the figure that diffusion

iortal to the plane of the velocity profile always leads to improved Mixing

in contra.-t to diffusion in the plane of the velocity profile, since
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The difference in the degree of mixing indicated above can be

substantial. Defining a variable D as the difference between the transformed

coordinates at any x position divided by that x position, the value of D is

19% at an x location of two. The difference D grows very rapidly, reaching

values of 28% and 44% at x locations of three and five, respectively.

Some insight into the problem of concurrent mixing and diffusion

may be obtained by noting that for no diffusion the transformation of the

streamwise coordinate degenerates to • x. (It should be kept in mind that

the walls are assumed inviscid). This situation is depicted in Figure 48

by the dashed line. Then it can be clearly seen from the figure that

diffusion in the plane of the velocity profile (4) inhibits the mixing1

process while diffusion normal to the plane of the velocity profile (42)
2

enhances the mixing process.

A physical explanation of this process may be the following.

For diffusion in the plane of the velocity profile, the diffusion process

tends to accentuate the nonuniformity of the velocity profile while the

mixing process tends to reduce the nonunifotmity. Thus the two processes

oppose each other. For the case of diffusion normal to the plane of the

velocity profile, the mixing tends to smooth out the nonuniformities while

the diffitsion process works in a dilferent direction. Therefore, the two

processes do Pot oppose each other.

As a simple example, consider the deviation from uniformity of

the velocity profile at the entrance to the diffuaer to be F(T)- b.cos t r'.

Then the coefficient of the Fourier series solution, Equa-tx (1I.u..n2, Is

bjCos Itr Co 5 n*? c q~

414
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and the solution for u' reduces to

(~L' ,~rQ = (b

Thus the shape of the velocity profile remains qualitatively unchanged

while the deviation of the velocity from uniform flow decays as the

exponential _11•

~e R

Now suppose a = 0.1, R = 100, and the diffuser length is x 4 (here R
e

M.av be viewed as Like inverse of an eddy viscosity term). Then the transtormed

.treamwise coordinate is • 3.36 for diffusion in the plane of the profile.

and K 4.80 for diffusion normal to the plane. The ratio of the magnitudes

of u' at the exit of the diffuser in the two cases is

e -/ 5
Thus the mixing rate has been improved by approximately 15% Iy

diffusing the flow normal to the plane of the velocity profile rather than

in rhk. plane.

An independent treatment of the same problem was presented 11

Quinn * who %:,as able to predict the concurrent mixing and diffusion in 4n

ejeetor configuration by modeling the flow as a series of large scalo

transvvrse vortices. These vortices have been found to persist several

hundred characteristic lengths downstream in the wake of a cylinder 4 8.

1Oh-rk h~we found this large scale phenomenon in jet flows.

r'.:. -
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Depending upon the orientation of the diffsuion process relative

to the velocity profile, the transverse vortices may be either stretched or

contracted. For example, the vortex filaments contained in the shear flow

of Figure 46 are aligned parallel to the z axis. Thus, during the

diffusion process, the length of the vortices remains unchanged. The

vortices in Figure 47 are aligned in the same direction but the diffusion

process takes place in a direction 900 removed from that in the previous

figure. During the diffusion process, the vortices are stretched by a ratio

equivalent to the area ratio through the diffuser.

According to the Helmholtz vortex theorems, when a vortex filament

is stretched, its angular velocity and induced linear velocity are increased

by an amount specified by the conservation of angular momentum.

64
Quinn defined the velocity at any point to consist of the

sum of the local mcan velocity V and a not necessarily small perturbation u'

= V +(II.E.17)

where u' varies inversely with the length of the vortex, X;

L r= _~ (11 .E.18)

Ar
Here i r indicates reference values.

Employing the analytical form for the perturbation compopent due to strained

65.66
line vortices suggested by Keffer the skewness factor S (defined by

Equation -.E.3) may be written,
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*. where F is the decay function of the local perturbation velocity,

(II.E.20)

XCr fcal

and I is the integration of the induced velocity due to the vortices.

With this vortex decay model, Quinn produced expressions for the

pressure coefficient

I~K - Pa~, 6 PI E 1

in a highly skewed flow for the case where the vortices end on walls of

constant separation,

(II.E.22)

and for the flow oituation where the vortices end on diverging walls,

Wr (H.-E-23)Stan o "E)L)/

where

I / V,'1

+5
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cf coefficient of friction

W = width of duct

X streamwise distance

H ejector height

L = length of constart wall separation
m preceding the diffuser

K empirical constant determined to be = 1.5

Mixing experiments were performed in the large area ratio ejector

described in section I.D and illustrated in Figure 10 and 21. The data

within the ejector were obtained by pitot-static tubes and sphere probes.

The excellent comparison between the predictions of Equatiors II.E.22 and 23

and the experimental data is shown in Figure 49. Configuration I consisted

of a 5 in (12.7 cm) constant area mixing section followed by a 45 in (114.3 cm)

diffuser while configuration II had a 16 in (40.64 cm) mixing section and a

34 in (80.36 cm) diffuser. In each case the diffusion was out of the plane

of the velocity profile and therefore the vortices were stretched. An

increase in the decay rate of K is evident at the end of the constant area
p

mixing section, at which position the straining of the transverse vortices

begins.

Thus, by the results of Quinn's model, the vortices in the case of

the traditional diffusion method shown in Figure 46 would remain oi constant

length while the vortices in the case of diffusion out of the plane of tile

velocity profile (Figure 47) would be stretched and thus lead to more rapid

mixing and hence lower skewnea.s.

In order to more clearly define the effect of direction on the proceps

67of concurrent mixing and diffusion, an experiment was performed on 4 diffuser

of unit aspect r.utio, Much the same as shown schematically in Figures 46 and



47. The skewed velocity profile at the inlet to the diffuser was created

by 1, 2 or 3 primary slot nozzles. The secondary flow consisted of the

A. entrained ambient air brought into the device.

A gross indication of the relative performance of the two methods

of diffusion may be obtained by measuring the secondary flow entrained

into the diffuser. If indeed one diffusion method is superior to the other,

it should result in greater entrainment into the device. A number of

static pressure probes were mounted in the diffuser inlet and the results

are shown in Figure 50. The total pressure of the secondary flow is the

ambient pressure, so the ordinate of the graph, by Bernoulli's equation,

is proportional to the entrained velocity squared. Thus the level of

entrainment is plotted versus the diffuser angle for two different diffusion

methods, the traditional diffuser (0) and the diffusion out of the plane

of the velocity profile (X) as well as for two levels of primary nozzle

total gauge pressure P Boundary layer control air is injected about

the periphery of the injection plane so that premature separation of the

flow is avoid and the effect of direction on the diffusion of the core

flow can be identified.

It may be seen that the entrained velocity into the ejector config-

urations is consistently superior for the case of diffusion out of the plane

of the velocity profile than for the more traditional diffuser.

In addition, the skewness of the velocity profile at the diffuser

exit has been measured for each of the diffuser configuration described

above. A three dizensional version of the skewness parameter ;. defined

by Equation (I.E.3) is employed,
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The effect of direction on the skewness of the exit profile is shown in

Figure 51. For the case of diffusion out of the plane of the velocity

profile, the skewness of the exit profiles is considerably lower, especiaJIv

for higher diffusion angles. This is true for both the three znzzle inlet

velocity protile and the single peak inlet profile produced by a single

Pis,,;,t,,- effect of the diffusiin direction on the diffuser pertotna.-..

must be considered, especially in cases (such as aircraft applications) where

:i,•'hiy skewed velocity profiles must be effectively diffuta;ed. A-

.htown .,,c, the effect can be demonstrated by both analysis and .xperiment.

rh 1* ,rtcz V,,., effect is also likely to be of importance in other 3pý'Iic.t-
68

tion.,. otn "...6i',tity being in the case of dump combustors 6
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III. Unsteady Flow Effects

A. Background

P. The concept of the introduction of unsteady components into a jet

flow to increase the mixing rate has been examined for some time. Fron a

physical point of view, each of the methods to cause a time dependency in

the jet results in a lengthening of the interface between the jet and its

surroundings. The interaction between the two is thereby enhanced and the

mixing rate improved. However, in some cases the lengthening of the inter-

face is accomplished by a gross disturbance of the jet while in others it

is tne result of the amplification of existing instabilities in the jet

structure.

In addition to lengthening the interface, .-nsteady primary jets

present the possibility of transferring momentum from the primary to the

secondary by pressure waves rather than viscous phenomena. This is an

inherently more efficient transfer and is therefore very desirable for

ejector applications.

The mechanics of the pressure transfer may be thought of in terms

of a slug ol fluid passing through the ambient air. A higher pressure

results on the front of the traveling slug than the rear. The slug there-

fore imparts some momentum to the ambient ýIuld ahead of it by means of a

pressure transfer process.

Two of the earlter studies on unsteady flows were performed by Lin 6 9

and Ligh.hill 70, although for unsteady flow effects on the boundary laver

rather than the froe shear layer. Ltin's analysis involveiA an order of

magnitude argument by which the governing equatioa is reduced to a linear

form and the overall solution may be obtained in closed forn.
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71
Lin's atnalysis has been adapted by McCormack et al, who applied it

to the problem of a free jet which is subjected to a very high frequency

transverse oscillation as illustrated in Figure 10. In terms of the analysV.•,

Lhis is viewed as a periodic high frequency source of vorticity at Ehe nozzle

exit. The computed results of the analysis do indeed show an increase in

the spreading rate with an increase in the amplitude of the transverse

oscillation. An experiment performed on the device schematically illustrat'fd

in Figure 52, found a significant increase in the mixing rate as illustratod

in the streamwise velocity profiles shown in Figure 53. The two cases ot th,.

vibrating jet were conducted at the same frequency, but at different accelera-

tion )r G; loadings. It may be seen that the simple theory predicts the iff,,,-t

ot the time dependency quire well.

An, analysis which examines the effect of an unsteady primary 'et

in an elertor configuration has been performed by Johnson and YangI2 by th,

rt.thod ot characteristics. The specific solution involves the case where Hi..

itprarv riu." (%-hen it is on) completely fills the ejector. The analys-i- m.t k-.

rcas.•nale predictions of the performance of an accompanying experiment. .\A

interestiog point brouphl. out by this experiment is the existence of an

SIptimium ýrcquency (in terms of performance) of the pulse jet. The mktaiuro

, I'r~o,',an•e is thte ratio of the total mass flow through the ejector -- i.

to thc prirery %m-s-s flow rate. Thus. fer this t-pe of ejector. as Ov

frvquency of the intermittent priaary flow incruases past the optimum, th*

fI"- within the ejector becomes closer to the steady state condition Ind

thr 4dvantage of the intermittency is lost.

In the devire exazined by Jahnscn and Yang the intermitten fle

J.J p-odtsid by a "chopper" type of device. TV* plates with the sane •

patter •machini into then were placed in the primary air line up reo. of

thp vector. O(h -P49 held station~ry and the other rotated, producing

S6
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an intermittent frequency proportional to the speed of rotation. Such a

valving device would be unlikely in application due to the very substantial

losses entailed.

The investigation described above was based on an extensive study of
• Lockwoo73.

intermittent flow on a thrust augmentor device by Lockwood

The time dependent primary flow in this device was supplied by the

pulse jet, illustrated schematically in Figure 54. The operation of the

pulse jet is as follows: Rapid combustion takes place in the chamber

indicated. The hot gases so produced expand and travel down the tubes

toward both exits. Once the momentum in the tubes is set up, the slugs of

fluid travel out of the nozzles leaving a lower than ambient pressure in the

combustion chamber. Thus ambient air is entrained into the combustion chamber,

mixes with fuel and the remaining hot gases there and the combustion cycle

begins again. As far as the augmentor shrouds are concerned, they see an

unsteady pulsating jet, each pulse of which completely fills the shroud.

Therefore the slug of air acts somewhat in the manner of a piston traveling

through the shroud.

An alternate method of producing the unsteady flow is the location

of a valving arrangement on the inlet to the combusion chamber. Such a

concept was employed in German aircraft as early as the mid-forties. In

Lockwood's investigation, the embodiment consisted of a one-way airflow

valve at the inlet.

The advantage of the systems described above is the pocential

improvement in performance. However, a major drawback is the fact that

the time dependency is evidenced by an unsteady thrust component, not

just unsteady flow in the augmentor. Then one must be concerned with the
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interaction between this variation in thrust and the rest of the system,

,specially in terms of performance, noise and -.ietal fatigue.

one of the basic results of Lockwood's work were achieved by hi.Jh

s.peud fiow visualization. Ie found that the mechanism of the energy tratW

trom the unsteady primary to the entrained fluid within rne augmentor occur:

as "a combination of a jet-piston-like action coupled with relatively high

energy compression and rarefaction waves".

An unsteady flow ejector device which has received substantial

attention in the past and is still being investigated, has been proposed

by Foa 1 7 ' 7 4 '75 The basic device is illustrated in Figure 55 and consists

of a rotating nozzle mounted in an ejector shroud. The rotation is due to

either the action of the incoming primary flow on some turning vanes (or

nozzles) or to a power source external to the device. Analysis of the dcvi.

by Foa'7 indicates high values for thrust augmentation, but here ¢ is defir.

is the ratio of the thrust of the device to the thrust of the primary noA;:I

sv,;tetm without the shroud. Therefore comparison with the augmentation

valueCS of Secticn I is unclear since Lhe efficiency of the primary nozzl"

system and the increased primary mass flow in the ejector geometry must hc

taken into account.

A dUtailed analysis of the flow in a rotary jet ejector has 1,v.

76 77
pvt-,torirend !. Hohenemser and liohenemser and Porter 7 From the point o!

view of aircraft application, the most important analytical results of these

a. For a given geometry, there exists an optimum rotatifinal

sp;)eed for the primary nozzle.
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b. For equal total temperatures of the primary and secondary

flows, the predicted thrust augm-ntation ratio is moderately greater. For

elevated primary temperatures, the predicted performance is substnatially

greater.

c. Mixing reduces the maximum thrust augmentation, especially

for elevated primary total temperatures. Therefore, the results are

inconclusive because of the trade-off indicated by (b) and (c).

Two recent tests of rotary flow thrust augmentors have been

78 79
performed by Maise and Dunn and Maise9. The observed temperature

dependence78 was, contrary to the predictions discussed above, that the

rotary ejector performance decreased with increasing primary jet temperature.

In the nonrotating configuration, the performance improved slightly with

primary temperature.

By improving the shroud design, the performance of the rotary flow

augmentor was substantially improved, reaching levels in excess of 1.5 for

an inlet area ratio of 19.6 and a length to diameter ratio of 3.9. The

improved performance also decreased the sensitivity of the device to primary

temperature.

There are, however, inherent disadvantages to the rotary augmentor

as described above. Foremost is the added complexity involved in incorpor-

ating a moving part into the ejector design. This is dramatically pointed

78,79
out by the high temperature test where it was necessary to cool the

bearings to avoid a failure. In addition, the integration of an axisymmetric

ejector into an aircraft wing presents some difficulties as will be discussed

in Section IV. Therefore, the rotary flow augmentor, although intuitively

appealing, is as yet unproven and includes important drawbacks for aircraft

application.
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Because of the potential advantages of time dependent jets as

discussed above, they have attracted considerable attention in the past

several years. A pair of stimulating papers on unsteady jets were prepared

16 80
by Binder and Favre - Marinet and Curtet and Girard . The former

illustrates the improved rate of mixing achieved by pulsating the flow at

the jet exit as opposed to a steady jet. The increase in the rate of

halfwidth growth may be seen in Figure 56, where S indicates the strouhal

number. Clearly, the inclusion of an unsteady component in the jet flow is

highly desirable. However, an important consideration is the method by

which the time dependency is introduced. In the case of reference 16, a

spinning butterfly valve was located upstream of the jet exit and produced

the pulsation. Such a device, although excellent for laboratory tests, La:v

large losses associated with its operation and therefore is unlikely to be

applied in practice.

The flow visualization results of Curtet and Girard80 dramaticallv

illustrate the fact that the pulsating jet consists of a series of vortex

rings expelled periodically from the jet exit. In this case the unsteady

jet is produced by a piston driven by an eccentric cam and operating in a

stand-pipe configuration as illustrated in Figure 57. Again, such a device

is ideal for a laboratory, but unlikely to be of great use in practice dup ti

its uomplexity and the requirement for an external power source.

Another indication of the advantage of the use of unsteady flows

81may be seen in the results of Williams, et al , who employed a pulsating

wall jet to study its effect on boundary layer attachment, The conclusion

was reached that the unsteady nozzle did lead to increased mixing and

entrainment. Compared to a steady well jet, the unsteady jet mass flow

could be reduced by more than half wjthout affecting the performance.
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Again, the time dependent jet was produced by a device which was unlikel,, to

be employed in practice, a sliding valve plate which is opened and closed

by an eccentric cam.

A device which overcomes the practical disadvantages of the unsteady

82jets described above was proposed by Hill and Greene . The operation of

this nozzle is based on the instability of the flow in a very rapidly

expanding pipe section. The flow oscillates rapidly from one attached

positicn to another and thereby produces a rapidly mixing unsteady jet.

The mixing advantages to be gained by such a device is shown in Figure 5ý3

by the growth of the "full width" which is equal to twice the halfwldth

defined above. The mixing effect is substantial and the mechanism is

simple with no moving parts. The missing piece of information is th•

nozzle thrust efficiency; the price which must be paid to obtain the

increased mixing.

In addition to the mechanical or large scale jet stimul.;ri-,.

described above, an important area of investigation is the stimulat ion o.

the jet structure by acoustic means, produced either from within or witho'it

the jet. This phenomenon was known to musicians who noted that the flafe

in a gas lantern flickered when bombarded by certain notes product-d bv

a violin. That the acou.stic stitulation caused a change in the vortex

stricture of the jet was shown by Brown 83, who employed a two dimensional

smokeseeded air jet exposed to external acoustic waves. The fact th;At a

free jet developed a distinguishable vortex structure at low ko.tfIJ_

* * 84
numbers hAd been demonstrated for the axisymmetric case by Johansen

85 868ecker and Massaro and Roffman and Toda found Lhat r't.rnai

acousti, stimulation increased the spreading rate of the jet.. lt..iitih

they do not agree on the frequency dependence to which the jet is most

sensitive.



Very interesting results, from the point of view of recent

87turbulence research, were obtained by Vlasov and Ginevskiy for turbulent

jet of Reynolds numbers up to 520,000. They found that low frequency

acoustic signals had a positive effect on the turbulence intensities and

spreading rates of the jets, i.e., increased turbulence intensitives and

jet spreading. However, high frequency acoustical bombardment resulted

in both lower turbulence intensities and lower spreading rates. This

result is completely consistent with some of the latest models of jet

47-50,88mixing , specifically that it is the large scale structure of the

jet which is responsible for the mixing and entrainment process rather

than a small scale viscous "nibbling" at the jet interface.

Thus the relatively low frequency acoustic waves could stimulate

the large sclae jet structure and hence increase the mixing raLe while

the high frequency stimulation could enhance the small scale turbulence

structure and result in an increase in viscous dissipation and a decrease

in mrixn:, -ate.

A theoretical treatment of the effect of acoustic stimulat'on on

the turbulence structure of the jet has been performed by Simcox and Hoglund

Their results concur with the discussion above since they found "significant

change, in the time-averaged vorticity can occur when the wave number which

characterizes the vorticity fluctuation in the direction of travel of the

acoustic wave equals the wave number of applied sound". Thus the applied

igigal and the vorticity structure must be tuned. In terms of the

Intensity, "it is apparent that the relative location in the energy

sp¢:trum of the eddies with which the direct interaction occur,4 will

determine whether there is an increase or decrease of mean intensity".
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The definitive work on acoustic stimulation from within the jet
90

has been performed by Crow and Ch.mpagne , who mounted a loudspeaker

upstream of the nozzle exit. By operating the loudspeaker at certain

frequencies, they were able to stimulate the jet structure and increase

the rate of mixing.

This is esnecially significant since a rather small variation in

the exit velocity (less than 5%) resulted in a substantial increase in the

mixing rate. In addition, they found that the jet was especially sensitive

to disturbing frequencies characterized by the Strouhal numbers

st d = 0.3 and 0.6.

B. The Flip-Flop Nozzle

tn response to the potential performance advantages of unsteady jets

discussed above, a nozzle development program was undertaken at the Aerospace

Research Laboratories18,91 to produce a tine dependent flow at the nozzle

exit. Since the unsteady jet was desired for ejector application and a

basic advantage of ejectors is their sxmplicity, a requirement of no

moving parts was Imposed on the unsteady noazle development.

Due to the earlier work on unsteady flows discusved above as well

;s the jet mixing investigations related in the preceding section, two

facts were relatively clear at the outaet of the unsteady nozzle stujdy:

(1) Inclining the nozzle exit flow at a moderate* angle to the

streatawise direction can cause a substantial increase in the Jet-m~xiing rate,

especially if the angle is alternately positive and negative.

(2) Introducing an unsteady componewit into the jet fL[, can

likewise cause an increase in the mixing rate. 41ovever. the unsteadine*,/

must be produced without a large efficiency loss or a great i ncream in

complexity. In addition, the method should be self oaioned and not requirp

an external driver.
63
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1. Concept and Preliminary Experiments

In principle, the unsteady nozzle development is based on the

simple fluid amplifier in general and the fluidic oscillator in parLicular.

Lhe operation of the fluid amplifier is dependent upon the fact that a jet

exiting into a space between two sufficiently near walls is bistable (i.e.,

may attach to either wall). In addition, a rather small pressure gradient

across the jet at its exit may cause the jet to detach from one wall and

92
attach to the opposite one . A simple bistable fluidic element, showing

93the effect of the more important parameters, has been examined by Warren -.

A fluidic amplifier with the two control ports connected to oa-h

other was investigated by Spyropoulos 94. In this way, it was possible to

cause the jet to oscillate from one channel to the other. The basic

principle of operation is as follows. Consider the jet to be attached to

wall A in Figure 59. Then, due to the large amount of entrainment into

the jet, the pressure at the control port A' is relatively low while the

preurc at the control port B' is relatively high. Since the ports are

attached to each otl'er, a compression wave travels from port B' to port A'.

Lending to raise th, pressure there and push the jet off the wall. Simul-

wtateousty. 4n expansion wave originates at port A' and travels to port B'.

tVI&ii'iý to loWe*r ttie pressure there and pull the jet onto wall B. Thu.,

if tte elen%.nt is well designed, the jet will separate frorr wall A and

ALt40h tO w41l 4, at which time the process begins anew.

At thi. point the question arites, Can this oscillation pl ., ....,

i.e 41plpied aL .te %-x.t f a primary nozzle? If so, it offers a combination

'it, hivePrrtxing r1.ozzle r-,t'rept of inclining the flow to tile stream ie

• dir'• n .r-d the concept ot an unsteady flow component introduced to

accelriteiý the v&ixing process.
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94Three basic necessary changes from the device tested by Spyropoulos

present themselves immediately:

(1) To avoid large losses, the proposed nozzle exit must be

far shorter than the conventional fluidic elements.

(2) The splitter plate (Figure 15) must be removed entirely.

This is due to the fact that the splitter plate is exposed to the high

velocity stream at the nozzle exit and would cause substantial losses.

(3) The nozzle exterior must be aerodynamically smooth to

avoid large losses when exposed to the entrained flow.

In order to test the oscillation potential of a short element

without a splitter, a variable gecmetry nozzle was constructed. The

nozzle was built of plexiglas, and a wide range of geometrical changes could

be combined. These included the variatitn of the powder jet exit size, the

size of the control ports, the angle of the diffuser, the length of the

device, and the location of the splitter, if any.

The observations made during the initial experimental runs were

simply to see if the oscillation occurred anal, if so, the sensitivity of

that oscillation to other perturbations such as pressLire variatiýons or

blockage at the exit. The basic result of the experiments was clearly

that the nozzle could be made to oscillate in spite of its short length

and the absence of the splitter. Further, more detailed tests utilizing

new nozzles were then pursued.

2. Small Scale Nozzle Tests

Based upon the insight gained from the tests of the adjustable

plexiglas nozzle model, a series of brass nozzles was constructed. The

objective of this portion of the program was to do a limited parametric

65
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study of the effect of the geometry on the nozzle thrust efficiency as well

as the basic ability of the nozzle to oscillate. The designs for the nozzles

employed in this portion of the investigation are shown in Figure 60 along

with a schematic of nozzle number one with its mounting plate.

The oscillating design basically consists of a contraction sect;on

and a straight section, followed by a sudden diffusion (see Figure 60). At

the point of diffusiun,control ports are attached and connected to each other.

As in usual fluidic devices, the jet leaving the contraction section attaches

to one wall. The static pressure on this wall is then lower than the static

pressure on the opposite wall, and the flipping of the jet from one wall to

the oth,-r occurs as described above.

For each of the nozzles shown in Figure 60, the depth is one

inch, yielding an aspect ratio at the throat of ten. The contour of the walig

imnediately downstream of the sudden diffusion varies from the more than 8'

half angle diffuser through the parallel walls of series number 3 to the

contraction section in series number 4. In addition, series number 5 employs

a curved wall contour. The x dimension referred to in nozzle series 2 through

5 is due to the fact that, after each nozzle was adequately tested, its length

was reduced in order to obtain further data. The x dimension will be referred

to in the following descriptions as the diffuser section of the nozzle,

whether or not its actual shape is that of a subsonic diffuser.

The ispect ratio at the nozzle throat, referred to above, was

found to he a parameler critical to the operation of the nozzle. If the

4spect ratio is too low, the andwall effects dominate the flow in the nozzle.

.4 thl oscillation is destroyed. In the case of a very 1:-rge aspect ratio,

variouv parts of the oscillating flow are out of phase with each other. ThMA

66
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results in a cancellation of the compression waves from one part of the

nozzle by the expansion waves from another part. In this way, no coherent

wave pattern is set up in the connecting tube between tile two control ports,

and the oscillation is destroyed.

As in any physical process, a price must be paid in terms of

efficiency in order to cause the jet to oscillate from side to side. A

nozzle thrust efficiency is defined as the measured thrust divided by tie

isentropic thrust of the mass flow through the nozzle. Thus

T
1h V

where nq is the nozzle thrust efficiency, T is the meas-red thrust, • is the

rate of mass flow, and Vi is the iseniropic velocity which would be obtained

at the nozzle exit if the flow were expanded from the stagnation plenum

pressure to the ambient pressure witit no losses.

The measured thrust efficiencies of the nozzle configurations

depicted in Figure 60 are shown in Figure 61. The nozzle identification

refers to the nozzle series as well as tile particular "x* dimension as noted

in Figure 60. The encircled data points are those taken at a plenum stagna-

tion pres.qure of I psig, the lowest plenum reading taken. Sitice the pressure

is relatively low, the errors involved are relatively nigh, and these points

-should be contidered suspect. The remaining data are taken in the pressure

range betwe•n 2 psgi and 15 psig. It may bW %evn from thi Fiaure that the

most efficient no•zle tested ir number 3D. tollowed closely by noxzle 4U.

WOt of thes~e nozazles, have parallel wall diffusarrs. T'hat Is., the diffusion

process is verv abrupt (as in &ll the noxzle degigng) and is thef followed

by a parallel wall section.

(37.......



Contraction sections on the nozzle apparently destroy the oscilla-

tion, as indicated by nozzle series #4. No oscillation occurs while a sub-

stantial contraction section exists on the nozzle. However, when the nozzle

is cut back toward the 0.10" parallel wall segment so that the contraction

is essentially gone, the jet not only oscillates but also operates relatively

efficiently. When the nozzle is cut back even farther, the efficiency

in-reases slightly. With respect to the contraction, a probable explanation

is that in order to maintain a sufficient pressure difference across the jet

and thereby control the flows, the static pressure in the control ports must

be less than the ambient value. With the presence of the contraction section

at the nozzle exit, keeping the pressure below ambient is not possible, and

the oscillations do not occur.

In terms of nozzle thrust efficiency, the effect of decreasing

the total nozzle length is to increase the efficiency. This may be seen in

series two and three and, to a lesser extent, series four and five. In series

three, in particul-r, the increase in efficiency with decreasing nozzle

length is rather dramatic.

Nozzle thrust efficiency is not the complete answer. since nozzles

with high thrust efficiencies generally possess relatively poor mixing

qttlities. Thus there must be a trade-off between the two basic parameters,

nozzle thrust efficiency and the mixing rate.

The tim average halfwi4th growth, as defined in the mixing

section wa* chtsen to indicate the mixing rate and o.tained by employin a

constant tvaq-rature hot wirz anemometer.

The halfwidth growth is presented in Figure 62. The variovir.

nozzies tested are the last me=bers of each nozzle series and therefore each

•iKi. •



is the most efficient nozzle in its series (see Figure 61). Tle dashed line.

in Figure 62 indicates the halfvidth growth of a two dimensional slot nozzle.

The increase in mixing rate is dramatic but must be tempered by the atteadant

reduction in nozzle thrust efficiency.

By comparison of the halfwidth growth data with the thrust

efficiency, some general observations can be made. As might be expected, the

spreading rate decreases as the nozzle thru'st efficiency rises. This is

most clearly illustrated by a comparison of nozzle I with nozzle 2A. The

two nozzles are of similar geometry, differing only in diffusion angle

and length. In terms of nozzle thrust efficiency, nozzle 2A is clearly

superior, while in terms of jet mixing, nozzle I is the better. Thus the

penalty in thrust efficiency must be accepted in order to acceleraie the

mixing of the jet.

In addition to the rapid halfwidth growths of the flip-flop

nozzles, they also offer the potential of an energy transfer from the

primary to the secondary through pressure waves as opposed to the transfer

by shear forces. This is similar to the. performance pote4,.ial of the Foa

designs as discussed above. However, in this case ther(, are no moving

parts and no external stimulation is required.

The time dependent character of the flow may he seen in oscilli-

scope traces taken near the exit of nozzle 3D aad shown in Vigure 63. The

magnit4de of Lihe velocity iA plotted as a function of time -at the nczzle

oenterlino (b) and at the two halfwldth positio.,s (a,c). The flow at the

Shaf pdth osition may be seen to have almost a square wave shape; so the

4k-t is either "on" or "of'" at any particular time. It Is luteresting to

cote, hovever. that even in the "off" confirturation the velocity at the
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halfwidth position is not zero, This indicates that the oiI.llating jet has

set up a steady motion in the entrained flow in addition to r time

dependent fluctuations. Thus the jet cannot be treated as quasi-steady.

That is the entrainment pattern ir3 not the same orientation. Tizis induced

steady motion 's what leads to the increased entrainment and mixing rates

which distinguish the unsteady 4et.

3. Scaled--up Nozzle Tests

A scaled up version of nozzle 3D (see Fignre 64) was constructed

to further investigate the phenomenon. The throad dimension is 0.3 in

(7.62 cm), the width is 4 in (10.3.6 cm), while the separation of the parallel

wall diffuser section is 0.55 in (1.40 cm

The parallel wall geometry was chosen due to a favorable combina-

tion of nozzle thrust efficiency and spreading rate. The scale of the throat

dimension was chosen to match approximately the exit dimension of some

23, 24previous low area ratio thrust augmenting ejector tests run ar ART

In addition, this nozzle demonstrated that the control ports

could be swept back on the nozzle surface to present a smooth aerodynamic

nozzle exterior. This is a requirement for thrust augmenting ejector

applications since the entrained air must pass over the primary nozzles

and any nonuerodynamic shape will lead to intolerable louses in the ejector

in let.

In order to indicate visually the enhanced spreading rate of the

oscillating jet and also to show that the let is indeed flapping from oide

to side rather than existing as a sueared Jet across the entire exit ;14a,

a gchlieron experiment was performed. Haelim was added to the jet flow to

increase the photographic contrast. The results are sho;n in figure 65, with

the jet flowing from left to right.
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The quantitative effects of stagnation pressure and feedback length

on oscillation frequency of the flip-flop nozzle in Figure 64 are shown iii

Figures 66 and 67. The former figure indicates that frequency rises with

stagnation pressure. A likely explanation is that, as the stagnation pressure

increases, the velocity within the nozzle increases and therefore the rate

of mass entrainment within the nozzle increases. The production frequency

of the pressure waves in the feedback loops is proportional to the entrairment

rate of the deflected jet within the nozzle and therefore oscillation frequency

"rises with stagnation pressure.

At first glance it is evident that the oscillation frequency must

be inversely proportional to the length of the feedback loop from one control

port to the other. This is due to tact that the pressure waves which

pass through these tubes move at the speed of sound. Thus, if the actual

time required for the pressure waves to cause the jet to flip is ignored,

the frequency is simply inversely proportional to the time required for the

waves to pass through the tube or, equivalently, th"' length of the tube. For

"such a situation, the data will fall on the minus one slope line indicated in

Figure 67, where the frequency is plotted as a function of feedback tube

length.

The experimental results shown in the figure confirm the expectation

that for long tube lengths the frequency does, indeed, vary inversely with

feedback length. Thus, in this regime, the switching time required for the

jet actually to flip from one wall to another is negligible in comparison

with the time required for the waves to pass through the feedback tube.

For shorter lengths (and correspondingly higher frequencies), the

data diverge from the minus one slope. In particular, the frequency is not

as high as would be predicted by extension of the inverse proportionality.
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This is due to the fact that, as the tube lengths become shorter, the time

required for tb. actual flipping of the jet from one wall to the other

becomes a significant fraction of the time required for the waves to travel

through the feedback tube.

4. Multi-element Nozzle

A nine element nozzle, each of whose elements has approximately

the same geometry ae the single element nozzle has been constructed and

operated and is shown in Figure 68. Each nozzle element has in independent

feedback loop and therefore each one oscillates with no specific phase

relationship with the elements on either side of it. Although the oscilla-

ti..n frequency of the elements is nominally equal, there are small variations

due to const•iction and thus any existing phase relationship is constantly

changing. The nine element nozzle has been tested in low area ratio ejector

correspc•uding to some earlier hypermixing nozzle tests23,24 and the initial

results indicate that the flip-flop nozzle lacks the overall performanlce of

the best hyper'mixing nozzles. Further development work is required to

match the nozzle mixing rate to the particular ejector application. In

addition, the feedback loops on the nine element nozzle do not present an

aerodynamically smooth exterior (although they are swept back toward the

nozzle body) and p1,esent a !Ignificant inlet drag which can be improved.

Further studies on u-sceady fluidically controlled jets have

been performed by Platzer and Deal95 and include frequency measurement to

higher stagnation pressures and confirm the trend of the data in Figure 66

that the frequency levels out for higher pressures.

Additional unsteady nozzle tests have been performed employing

a different feedback mechanism and will be diaccused in part D of this section.
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Curtet and Patural have produced a similar flowfleld by a

purely mechanical method and studied it by visual observation. The j4t was

flipped from side to side by mechanically bringing a circular rod in from

one side until the jet attac!,ed to it and was deflected by the Coanda effect.

The rod was then withdrawn and another simultaneously brought in from the

other side to cause the slot jet to deflect in that direction. Therefore

the resulting flow flip-flops from side to side in much the same manner

as the fluidically controlled jet.

C. Acoustic Interaction

In order to clearly identify the effect of primary temperature on

19the ejector process, Quinn and Toms performed an experiment with a heated

primary and a simple axisymmetric ejector geometry. The inlet for the

entrained flow was carefully calibrated to allow the accurate measurement

of the secondary flow rate. The primary mass flow was measured by a

renturi calibrated bv the National Bureau of Standard. Thus the mass flow

determinations were quite accu-*e.

A typical result for a long ejector length to diameter ratio, L/D,

is shown in Figure 31. The reduced mass ratio, equal to the ratio of the

primary to secondary mass flow (mi/mo) divided by the ratic of the

absolute temperatui- ratio (0) is plotted versus stagnation pressure ratio

of the primary jet to ambient value. It may be seen that the mass flow

ratio decreases with increasing pressure ratio. This is basically due to

the reduced transfer efficiency of the energy from the higher pressure and

hence higher velocity primary. The same kind of effect -s evident with in-

creasing primary temperature which results in increased primary velocity

(for the same primary mass flow). Another factor involved in the reduction
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in mass entrainment ratio with primary pressure and temperature is the fact

that the frictional wall losses are increased since they are proportional

to the entrained velocity and further downstream to the average velocity.

A more interesting variation appears in the case of a smaller length

to diameter ratio of the ejector shroud, as shown in Figure 32. The mass

flow ratio still generally decays with pressure but now the decay is not

monotonic. Two peaks are evidently superimposed upon the decaying mass

entrainment function. In addition, there appears to be no discernable

trend in terms of primary temperature. The reason for this is due to two

off-setting effect: (a) the flow in this shorter duct is not fully mixed

at the exit and therefore increasing temperature (and hence increasing

viscosity) improves the mixing process and thereby the mass ratio; (b) the

degrading effect of temperature in terms of transfer efficiency and skin

friction losses.

The line spacing of the data with pressure leads to the conclusion

that the peaks reflect an actual flow condition and not data scatter.

It was also observed that the appearance of these peaks coincided with a

particular acoustical tone being emitted by the test apparatus. With this

19
information, Quinn and Toms were able to correlate the observed results

witn an acoustical interaction between the screech tones emitted by an

overchoked primary jet a-d the geometry of the ejector shroud. Powell 96,97

empirically determined that an underexpanded primary jet produces identifiable

screech tones of a frequency,

f a

fscreechK, dKR PR*
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where:

f screech frequency
• fscreech

a a ambient speed of sound

d = Jet exit diameter

PR - ratio of jet stagnation pressure to the
local static pressure at the jet exit

PR* = PR at the onset of choking

K = empirical constant = 1/3 for axisymmetric jets

The interaction leading to the observed entrainment peaks occurs

when the screech frequency is tuned to one of the transverse modes of the

mixing duct, which are (from Morse 98),

(symmetrical mode)
a

f = N ; N .766, 1.77,
I id i

(asymetrlc mode)

f N N = 1.2, 1.96, 2.23,

j jd ' j

Thus the effect of the acoustic interaction is a dramatic increase

in the mixing rate within the duct by a pressure transfer mechanism which

is, as yet, not fully understood. The increased mixing is also evident in

the exit velocity profiles obtained by Quinn and Toms, which are very

uniform for the tuned cases and rather skewed for the untuned conditions.

The mechanism proposed by Powell for the existence of th- screech

tones proceeds as follows: Consider the structure of the overchoked jet,

with its diamond shaped shock pattern. Assume that some sound sources

are embedded within the flowfield. These emit signals which travel

upstream outside the jet and disturbs the shear layer at the Jett exit.

These disturbances are carried downstream and amplified v'hile passing through
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the shock system and hence become the embedded sound sources assumed above.

Not all embedded sources are amplified since they must be in tune with the

disturbance of the shear layer at the jet exit. Therefore only those at

certain positions in the clearly defined and repeatable shock structure

lead to a screech tone. Another necessary condition imposed by Powell

was that the amplification of the signals by the shock waves must be

greater than the dissipation during signal generation and transmission,

or else the signal would, of course, die out.

Powell's results were extended for higher pressure ratios by Merle99

who found that an improved fit of the experinlental frequency data is,

fK a + K a/d
2 d 3

SPR - PR*

where K =77 x 10- 2  ;K 0.38
2 3

However, neither Powell nor Merle accounted for the observed discon-

tinuities in the frequency versus pressure ratio curves in the axisymmetric

case and the fact that they do not appear in the two dimensional case. A

program to carefully examine the flow structure of the overchoked jet and to

identify the temperature effect on the primary was undertaken by Rosfjord

and toms 00. A basic result of their study is shown in Figure 69, screech

frequency versus pressure ratio. The data indicate a jump in frequency ac

a pressure ratio of approximately 3.7 and is therefore consistant with the

results of Powell 96 ' 9 7 and Merle . However, closer examination reveals some

more structural details. When the frequency spectrum is displayed for a jet

exhibiting a screech tone, that frequency appears as a dominant spike on another

smooth and weaker distribution of frequencies. As the pressure ratio approaches

the apparent discontinuity, the dominant spike decays and another spik%. appears
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at another frequency. This is illustrated in the blow-up portion of the

figure as two distinct frequency dependencies. This discontinuity or

switch from one dominant frequency to another is defined by the arrows to

take place at the pressure ratio where the two spikes are at equal strength.

Thus there is no actual discontinuity but rather a rapid shift (in terms of

pressure ratio) from one screech tone to another. As may be expected, Merle's

curve fit with two constants gives abetter mean fit than the single constant

of Powell's curve.

By obtaining the frequency dependence on pressure ratio for various

primary temperatures, Rosfjord and Toms found that the frequency was indeed

also dependent upon temperature. One possible mechanism to allow this

dependence is a change of the shock structure with temperature. That

this is not the case may be seen in Figure 70, where two of the characteristic

lengths of the shock structure are plotted for various temperatures as a

function of pressure ratio.

100
The mechanism proposed by Rosfjord and Toms to correlate the

temperature effect is based on the speed of the feedback signal traveling up-

stream. Powell and Merle had assumed a wave speed equal to the ambient speed

of sound. However, for hot primaries, the waves are likely to be traveling

in a heated layer about the outside of the jet. Then the speed of sound in

that layer should also reflect the influence of the primary jet temperature.

The method chosen is to base the speed of sound in this layer on the average

of the ambient and jet exit temperatures,

77(Tamb+Te
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The degree of success evidenced by this model is shown in Figure 71.

The scatter is due mainly to the rapid jump in frequency discussed earlier

and the only way to obtain further improvements is to incorporate the

mechaaism responsible for the jump into the theory.

D. Two Phase Flip-Flop Jet

The operation of the fluidically controlled Flip-Flop nozzle discussed

in Section IIIB is consistent with basic tequirements of rapid spreading

and high reliability with moderate loss in efficiency. In order to widen the

possible ra.ge of applications, the operation of the flip-flop jet was

attempted in a two phase mode, i.e., a liquid jet exhausting into a gaseous

environment. As may be seen in the schematic of Figure 59, when the jet

is attached to either wall it entrains fluid from the feedback loops as

well as the diffuser section of the nozzle. It is this entrainment from

within the feedback loops which causes the pressure waves which in turn

cause the oscillacion.

In the two phase flow mode, as the liquid jet entrains liquid from the

feedback loops, some of the ambient gas leaks into the loops to replace the

entrained liquid. This gas pocket then acts as a damper, absorbing most of

the energy in the pressure waves passing through the loop and causing the

oscillation to cease.

There are important potential applications for a time dependent

liquid jet. One is the fuel injector, since a majority of thr fuels in use

today are liquid as opposed to gaseous (especially in aircraft applications

where storage volume is an important constraint). Another application is

the generation of fire suppressing foam for sophisticated aircraft fire

fighting. This process is undertaken in an ejector where the primary liquid
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jet contains a foaming agent and entrains large amounts of ambient air

to produce the required foam.

In order to pursue these applications, an alternate feedback methol

101,102
was attempted, , again based on fluidic switching experience

(reference 92, page 65). A schematic of the two pl.ase device is shown in

Figure 72. The jet leaving the throat section is bistable due to the

nearness of the walls and must attach to one wall. A portion of the jet

is then scooped off at the nozzle exit and directed back upon the jet

just downstream of the throat. This causes a pressure gradient across the

bistable jet and it flips to the opposite wall and the process begins anew.

The process is a positive feedback and hence operates in both the

single and dual phase modes. Since it does interrupt some of the jet flow

by the scooping off process, it is inherently not as efficient as the

acoustic method employed in the single phase flip-flop nozzle. This fact

has been quantitatively determined by Platzer 03. However, for the fuel

injector application, and to a lesser extent the foam generatc', the

efficiency of the nozzle is not as critical a parameter as in the thrust

augmentation application.

The advantages of the unsteady liquid jet may be seen in the high

speed photograph of the flowfield showti in Figure 73. The flopping of the

jet at the exit has produced a growing sinusoidal wave of liquid traveling

downstream. The oscillation frequency is approximately 350 hertz and is not

visible in real time. To the naked eye, only a smeared fan including the

limits of the oscillation is visible. The two basic advantages of this jet

are the spreading rate. which allows the very rapid entrainment of large

quantities of air, and the intimate mixing between the liquid and gaseous
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phases, which is ideal for either combustion or foam generation.

The actual geometry of the nozzle producing the above flowfield is

shown in Figure 74 along with an isometric of the device. The actual per-

formance in terms of spreading rate (defined as the half angle of the

spreading fan) and oscillation frequency is illustrated in the following

Figure 75 versus the stagnation pressure at the nozzle. After the onset

of oscillation, the frequency rises monotonically with stagnation pressure

while the spreading half angle increases by about a factor of two. It

should be noted that the spreading rate, even without oscillation, is

already greater than that produced by a slot nozzle.

The onset of oscillation is a very dramatic occurrence. As the

stagnatio. pressure is raised, the jet begins to show some signs of unsteadi-

ness with random, low frequency excursions from the streamwise direction.

As the critical pressure is reached, the jet literally "pops" into the

larger spreading fan mode. As the pressure is lowered, the process is

reversed and the oscillation ceases just as abruptly. A movie film of this

procedure is available on loan from the author.

Aki alternate geometry with longer feedback loops and with lips

attached at the nozzle exit to encourage rapid reattachment is illustrated

in Figure 76. In addition, the feedback loops are hinged to allow a

variation of the percentage of the flow in the control ports. The results

for two feedback settings are shown in figure 77 (scoops account for 122%

of the throat) and Figure 78 (scoops w 113Z of the exit). The change does

not have a significant effect on eit er frequency or spread. As in the

tests in Figure 75, once the nozzle is oscillating, there is no strong

effect of pressure ratio on spreading.
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The results described above were achieved by the use of a very :,.!'p1e

device which consisted of two pressurized water tanks and a motor drivt.n valve.

The data were obtained by the u.;e of high speed photography. The devr'rs

themselves are really too large for fuel injector application, so a scaled

down version of Figure 74 was constructed with a throat dimension of .059 in

(.13 cm) and a depth of .250 in (.64 cm). The low mass flow requirements

of this device allowed it to be tested by the use of the building water supply.

The flowfield of the small scale nozzle is shown in Figure 79. There is

no clear sinusoidla flow pattern, in the sense of Figure 73, however, there

are two facts which lead on to the conclusion that the device is crillating.

(1) The rapid popping of an increased spreading angle at a critieva! pre..tire

as discusued above. (2) The appearance of crescent shaped filament," ,r flitid

as seen in the figure. The origin of these shapes may be seen in Fiv'r, 71

where the outside of the spreading fan (and hence the tops and hottom- ti file

sinusoidal curve) are retarded by the ambient fluid and start to roser•,'l,

crescent shapes. At the higher frequencies (on the order of 1000 htrIu\ *,

the small scale nozze, the appearance of the crescent shapes would th..r'f.,t

be expected.

The question of time dependent two phase nozzles is currently und•r

further investigation. There are undoubtedly numerous Industrial applit.f.'u.;s

(perhaps in the area of material transport) for such devices in addition to

those emphasized here.



!V. Aircraft Iutegration

The purpose of this sect'on is not to present design information but

rathet to illustrate some recent attempts to incorporate the ejector concept

into an aircraft design as well as a present program to build two V/STOL

prototypes.

The information presented here is due primarily to the cooperation of

two organizations: The USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory (J. M. Byrnes,

R. D. Murphy, K. S. Nagaraja, D. L. Hammond) and the North American Division

of Rockwell international (V. Hancock, P. Marshall, M. Schweiger). Their

cooperation is much appreciated.

The probable aircraft applications for thrust augmenting ejectors are

shown in Figure 80 in both a takeoff and cruise mode. One is the ejector

flap system for STOL application and hence primarily for transports. The

other is the ejector wing (shown here with two ejector bays) which is

designed with VTOL capability. When possible, the ejector wing aircraft

would also be operated in the STOL mode in order to increase its range aad

payload and reduce operating costs. However, in those situations where it

is required, the VTOL cepability woul4 be available. This overload capability

is an important p:.us for the ejector concept and is directly related to

another important advantage, the performance during the transition from

vertical to forewarJ flight. Doth of these conditions are due to the

creation of super circulation about the wing and a resultant increaed lift.

A. Mating of the Engine - Thrust Augmentor System

Iwo basic questions which arise im=ediately it any consideration of

the integration of thrust augmentors in aircraft are: Can the engine aud

augmentor oe st|ccessfully mated without causing serious reduct.'%,ns it the
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performance of one or the other? and, if so; can the! performance of multi-

channel engine driven ejectors be predicted by single channel, compressed

air driven full scale laboratory ejectors?

The affirmative answers to thcse questions were supplied by Campbell

104
and Quinn who investigated a full scale, four channel ejector configuration

driven by a turbo-fan engine. Temperature effects were not considered since

only the bypass air was augmented. The engine inlet, as well as the ejector

inlets on the top of each wing are shown in Figure 81.

The geometry of each, of the channels is shown in Figure 82 and is

generally the same design as the single channel test reported In reference 3.

The geometrical differences between the center and outside ejector channels

are evident althuugh the nominal inlet area ratio for each of the channels is

23. As might be expected, the performance of the center ejectors is superior

to that of the outer set. The data were obtained by a correlation of the

performance with inlet static pressure as described by Quinn3.

When the total mass avraged thrust augmentation is calculated from

the data shown in Fig-re 83 and compared with the single channel data, the

agreemtent is rather good, as seen iR Figure 84. Therefore, cold multi-channel

ejector performance car be ptedicted by single channel data and a turbo-fan

engine (which operated stably and safely throughout th* experiment) can be

succe- stully mated to an ejector configuration.

S. Wind Tunnel Model Studies

A recent study of the performance of a thrust augmenting ejector

device under foreward speed conditions has been conducted by grown and

?Murphy 105. Their basic configuratit, consiato of a eingb• channel aug=&ntor

as shown in Figure 85, located on the trailing edge of the wing. This
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location simplifies the mechanical problems of varying the diffuser area

ratio as we41 as folding up the ejector completely. The diffuser flaps

could be adjusted independently while the primary nozzle orientation

remained fixed. Thus one of the basic results of this investigation is the

indication that significant augmentation can be achieved even if the primary

flow is not aligned with the mean diffuser angle.

The augmentation levels achieved under static conditions exceeded

values of 1.8. However, under forward speed conditions, additional l!tt

is generated by the super circulation produced by the ejector itself. This

effect is shown in Figure 86 where AC is defi.ned as the difference between
L

the lift coefficient generated by the device when the primary air is on

and that generated with no primary flow. The theory is due to Spence'sI 0 6

jct flap theory and the fact it is not attained suggests possible improvement

in the flap design. Since the thrust of the augmentor itself can exceed the

nozzle thrust, it iA possible for ACL to exceed the 2-D theory.

An important observation made by Brown and Murphy from their data

is that there ic no evidence of stall, even at high angles of attack. This

is also important to the transition problem and is reflectod in the data of

Figure 86.

C. Deonstrator Design Studies

Demonstrator vehicles, which are essentially scaled down versitns

of flight designs, have been proposed as one method to determine the

operational potentia1 of bhgh ai y advances in the state-of-the-art

at they come out of the laboratory. In addition, the denonstrator itself

may be designed for a particular remotely piloted vehicle (.PV) mission.

A design a.alysis of a demonstrator vehicle has been performed by

107the V/STOL Design Group az the USAF flight Dynamics Laboratory. 'Tle
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basic areas of concentration were:

a. Ejector aerodynamic and mechanical design.

b. Exhaust gas ducting - aero and mechanical design.

c. Controls - analysis and mechanical design.

d. Turbo-fan engine installation.

These areas were judged to be of greatest importance to the proof

of the thrust augmenting ejector concept. A design resulting from this

study is shown in Figure 87 and includes a canard and a forward fuselage

mounted ejector as well as a wing ejector.

The distinguishin:g attributps of this configuration, as presented

by Reference 107 are:

ADVANTAGES

- STOL or high speed w4 ng design

- Flexibili4 (engine flow to wing or forward ejectcr)

- VTOL balance ard cruise stability/control are uncoupled

- Permits modulation of the ejector thcust for ce~ntrol

- Both thrust augmentation and lift supercirculation

DIS ADVATAGES

- Two ejector t::pes

- Fuselage ejector has center of pressure shift with velocity

- Fuselage volume used by forward ejector, A alternate RPV

design is shown in Figure 88. In this case the ejectors

are mounted in pods. Such a cnnfiguration does not allow the

production of nupez-Aticulpttio, and therefore is not a likely

candidate for a full scale aircraft.



D. FDL Full Scale Preliminary Designs.

There preliminary designs are shown in Figures 89 - 91. The dis-

tinguishing features of Figure 89 are the fuselage mounted ejector and a

trailing edge ejector, an auxillary inlet behind the cockpit, the ability

to exhaust primary air through the vertical stabilizer section of the tail

and a pitch/yaw control at the aft end.

The design of Figure 90 includes twin engines, a trailing edge

ejector as well as a multi-channel forward canard ejector. Figure 91 is

another twin engine design with a somewhat more conventional planform. In

this case, thi ejector is totally wing mounted.

E. Rockwell International DesignIV8

As mention,;d in an earlier section, Columbus Aircraft Division cf

Rockwell International is currently under contract to the US Navy to design

and construct two prototypes of a V/STOL aircraft employing the thi4st

augmentation principles discuabed above. The basic ejector design consists

of a center body primary nozzle (passint hAlf thp primary air) and two wanda

nozzles on the walls (contributing thL other half of the primary flow) as

shown in the schemati: of Figure 12. An artists conception of the North

kuterican d1esign, the XFV - 12A, is shown in Figure 92. The arrangement

consists of a single channel wing mounted ejector as well as one in the

forward canard. The vertical control surfaces are mounted at the wing tips

and an auxiliary engin4 inlet for low speed flight is located behind the

cockpit.

In order to minimize the construction costs, coepor.ents of existing

aircraft have been employed where possible. The fuselage, nose gear and

main gear are from the McDonnell Douglas A-4, while the wing box and the

inlets are from the F-4 by the same manufacturer. The engine is an F-401

developed for use on tLi V-14B.
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Thý full engine flow is blocked by means of a diverter 1a-oe (de,'%loped

109
.by Pratt and Whitney and the flow passes radially into a dedicut-d duc:ting

Ssystem which supplies the ejectors. 1he aircraft toi oi L:• en rour post: uf

" thrust, one at each ejector. The actual. control iT dv!i;n.:d to ie ,ccoirp[ished

by modulating thte ilertor itself. As was seen in l;l . 24- 2', -i',,ni-ntation is

a function of ui tfusvr area ratio. Therefore, btet. :, .:.;ti-er flaps

are opened to the maximum augmentat. I. positlon and f:,, t.'.,. it ratio

occot, os greater Lhan unity result in rakeofrf

Sone ., r:ait Statistics:

Lcngth 43.16'

Width 28.0'

Thru-;t to Weight Ratio

Engine installed 0.72

rkeo f f 1.12

I[st-illed Engine Thrust 14.070 lb

Lit t thrust 21,800 lb

l.koif Gross Weight 19,500 lb

A,|f.tentation ratio 1.55

A Lypital VTOL flight sequence is shown in YtLzrk .. '. h ;• t,,

right. At takeot f, the ejectors are set for maxl-mim v.rLic- t r,. L .

During STOL/Conversion (or transition) the ejectors direct soap oi th-

thrust toward the aft end and the aircraft accelerates. fcr%.ard \t this

isoint th: diverter valve is released and the engitt ext 'ju-t ,-.:, ;I- J ,ht.i.h

the tailpipe. The ejectors are simultaneously folded tir to r,.,,'-t a :.-oth'

high pertormance airfoil section. This is eipecially imr'itN ',r r

application, as the XVV-12A is designed to exceed Mach 2.
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The design of the flaps, which make up the ejector geometry, is

accomplished with more than one purpose in mind, as seen in Figure 94.

Besides forming the ejector during hover and transition and the airfoil

section during cruise, the flaps can also be maneuvered to act as speed

brakeo. This, along with the vertical thrust ability of the aircraft

results in the extreme agility desired for in-flight maneuvers.

The development of the ejector device has necessitated the develop-

ment of a rotary test arm, dubbed the "whirley rig" and shown in Figure 95.

The full scale ejector configuration is mounted at the end of the test arm,

as shown in the top of the figure. The primary air is supplied by an F-401

engine mounted near the center of rotation. The primary mass flow into the

ejector is measured by a venturi section shown in the blowup. The whirley

rig has allowed the full scale hot testing of various ejector desires in

forward flight as well as the investigation of the effect of modulating

the ejector flow as a control mechanism.

An important testing result is the confirmation of one of the basic

advantages of the ejector concept, that during transition from hover to forward

flight, the lift does not decrease and hence there is no loss cf altitude.

This fact is shown in the test result of Figure 96. The total lift does not

drop below the static value as the forward speed is increased. The augmented

jet lift, consisting simply of the verticAl component of the ejector efflux,

does decrease but the loss is mote than made up by the increase in the circula-

rion lift caused by supercirculattion. This is also the basis for the superior

overloaded STOL performance of ejectors.

There are, of course, other problems vhich have not been treated in

the space avaliltble here. lloweveL, iu geaej-al, the thrust augmenting ejector
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concept leads to unconventional designs for unconventional missions and

the success of an aircraft of the type discussed above may revolutionize

the aircraft industry.
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Table 1. Dimensions of duct diffusers in inches

14 Configuration LM LD L LM + LD

A 13 32.35 45.25
B 13 15.25 28.25
C 5 23 28
D 16 34 50

•"F5 45 50
•'H 5 45a 50

aConfiguration H had a compound diffuser. The first 14 in. of LD diverged at

an included angle of 360, the remainder used to obtain the required A3 /A2 .
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•:.Figure 2. Control vo'.ume determination of tihe
total thrust produced by the ejector
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Figure 3. implif ed ejector
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Figure 1. Coanda ejector
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Figure 12. Rockwell International design
combination of cesnterbody and
Coanda injection
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B~oundaryi,• L a y e r
.. . a/2 Control

Sl t 42-/Slot 7#7
Slot #3-~

Slot 14

"A

•- .. _A3

(A 3-A 2 )/A

deg. salB- sla=3
0 0.0625 0.1875
10. 0.2627 0.3877
20 0.5100 0.6350
30 0.79b9 0.9219
40 1.1147 1.2397

Figure 14. Sci.amatic of thE Coanda/ 13
Jet Flap Diffuser ejector
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Figure 21. View upstream 3 into the exit of the
ARL area ratio 24 ejector schmkaatically
Illustrated in Figure 10
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Figure 22. Primary mid wall blowing nonzles
from the are" ratio Ž4 ejector3
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Figure 23. Schematic of the flow at the 2
exft of a hypermixing, nozzle~
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Figure 26. Performance of the area ratio 24
ejector 2 .,¢ , configuration F;
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Figure 27. Effect of the manner and degree of
endwall blowing on LU• performance
of t1w area ratio 24 ejectorl
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Figure 31. Effect of temperature on the mass flow
through a long (L/D- 10,182) ejector19
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Figure 39. Tradeoff between the spreading rate
and nozzle efficiency46
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Figure 54. Schematic of a Pulse Jet
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Figure 55. Schema~tic o~h Foa concept axial flow
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Figure 65. Schlieren ~otographs of oscillating jet
flow fieldO
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Flsure 72. Schematic of the posit:Lye scoop •lip-flop
Jet f lowfleldl02
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APPLICATIONS
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Figure 80. Aircraft *pp11catJon. for th~rust aussmantii1
ejectors

Figure 81. Pull scale multi-chiannel ejector. Frontal
view of engine and uppe xfc fwn
with inlet doors remov rfce f
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